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Foreword
Marine Matters provides decision makers with a credible scientific resource for

informing current and future marine and coastal planning initiatives.

It is the first comprehensive and authoritative description of the range and extent of

human activities in the South-East Marine Region and their relationship to coastal

communities. For the first time readers can see where fish are caught in Australia's

oceans, the value of those catches, and find information on a wide range of

industrial, recreational and other uses.

This Atlas also describes coastal communities in the Region, identifies those that

depend on commercial fishing and gauges the potential social impacts of changing

access to resources. It is a powerful platform to inform debate and decision making.

The Bureau of Rural Sciences (BRS) produced the Atlas to inform regional marine

planning - the primary mechanism for achieving the Commonwealth Government's

Oceans Policy initiatives. We gratefully acknowledge contributions to this Atlas by

the Fisheries Resources Research Fund of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry -

Australia (AFFA) and the National Oceans Office.

BRS is the scientific bureau in Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry - Australia.

We provide scientific assessments and advice to inform regional and rural policy -

integrating fisheries, forestry, agriculture, natural resources and social sciences.

BRS is committed to scientific excellence in its work.

^0.

DR PETER O'BRIEN

Executive Director

March 2002
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Executive summary
An atlas of human activities

m the marine realm and the

adjacent coastal communities

There are 32 commercial

fisheries in the South-East

Marine Region

This Atlas contains information on the wide range of human activities occurring in the South-East Marine Region and the demographic

characteristics of its adjacent coastal communities. There is a particular focus on commercial fishing but information about other industries, as

well as recreational, heritage, research and defence uses, is also shown. The Atlas concludes with a description of Australia's maritime boundaries.

The Region encompasses some 32 managed open ocean commercial fisheries, under the jurisdictions of South Australia, Victoria, Tasmania,

New South Wales and the Commonwealth. The Atlas maps fishing effort (amount of fishing), the total catch and the gross value of that catch

after landing, revealing detailed spatial patterns that will inform marine planning.

High volume fisheries tend
to be located at the edge

of the continental shelf

and upper continental

slope

High volume fisheries including bottom trawlmg and Danish seimng tend to occur towards the edge of the continental shelf and the upper

continental slope, from 200 metres to 500 metres depth. This area, often termed the shelf break, comprises some of the richest fishing grounds

for trawh'ng and also for methods such as dropline and bottom longline. Beyond the shelf break, pelagic LongLining is the only fishing method

employed in the very deep waters of the open ocean, targeting near surface tuna and bilLfish. This fishery is currently expanding far offshore on

the eastern seaboard.

High value fisheries
near the coast

In the relatively shallow waters (<100 metres) near the coast are high value, low volume fisheries for species that include abalone and rock

Lobster. Abalone fishing is limited to waters shallower than 30 metres, while rock lobster are caught to a depth of 200 metres. Fisheries for

these species are managed by State governments using systems of transferable catch quota. Within the Region, the abalone catch in 1999 was

4,300 tonnes with a [anded value of A$147 million and the rock lobster catch was 4,000 tonnes valued at A$94 million. ALL States have other

valuable fisheries, generally restricted to their waters within three nautical miles of the coast. These employ a huge variety of fishing methods and

gears, including beach seine, Danish seine, purse seine, prawn trawl, trolling, handlimng, diving, trapping, squid jigging and scallop dredging.

Total catch of

46,000 tonnes valued

at A$3 21 million

In 1999, the total catch for the Region was estimated at 46,000 tonnes, with 12,000 tonnes derived from State fisheries and 34,000 tonnes

derived from Commonwealth fisheries. The total landed value for the Region was estimated at A$321 million, with A$253 million from State

fisheries and A$68 million from Commonwealth fisheries.

Social factors help identify

coastal communities

vulnerable to change

Social and demographic indicators can help identify coastal communities that may be most vulnerable to changes in natural resource

management or access. The capacity of a community to accommodate and adapt to changing circumstances in their Local environment is

influenced by factors such as levels of education, income, pension dependency, working age population and industry dependence.

The eastern and western

parts of the Region
have distinct social

characteristics

The western part of the Region (west of Melbourne and Hobart) has high levels of employment, -income and education, and is likely to be less

sensitive to change. In contrast, the communities in the east of the Region exhibit higher rates of ageing, unemployment and a lack of younger

people moving into the area, indicating a higher level of sensitivity to change in this part of the Region.

R



South-East Trawl fishing

businesses are concentrated

in the east of the Region

The Largest concentration of fishing businesses and employment for the South-East Trawl industry (used as the industry sector for a case study)

is at Lakes Entrance in the eastern part of the Region. The potential vulnerability to change of the eastern part of the Region is increased by its

high dependency on the South-East Trawl, as well as other fisheries.

Potential community

impacts of changes to

natural resource

management need to be

understood and considered

Changes to marine resource management may impact on coastal communities, particularly those that are vulnerable to change. As a result, it is

important to consider the social and socio-economic consequences of resource management and allocation decisions. The social information

contained in this Atlas can provide valuable input into such decision making processes.

Several important marine

industries operate in the

Region, in particular

petroleum, shipping

and trade

The largest and most productive commercial oil and gas fields in Australia are Located off the coast of Victoria in eastern Bass Strait, where a

cluster of 18 oil rigs tap these rich reserves. Australia's busiest shipping Lanes also pass through Bass Strait, carrying cargo to and from Large

ports in the region such as Melbourne, Geelong, Burnie and Devonport, as well as through the Region to the rest of Australia and overseas.

The area is rich in natural

and cultural heritage

The Macquarie Island World Heritage Area, Tasmanian Seamounts Reserve and a number of internationalty important coastal wetlands Lie in

the Region. Numerous historic shipwrecks and lighthouses attest to the importance of the Region in terms of Australia's maritime heritage. The

existence of several native title applications in the Region signifies the value placed on its coastal waters and reefs by indigenous Australians.

The marine environment

is used for numerous

recreational and leisure

activities

Recreational fishing, boating, yacht racing, diving and whale-watching are increasingly popular leisure activities and support a number of small-

scale but widespread enterprises. For example, up to 14 offshore yacht races take place each year through the Region and there are numerous

yacht clubs and marinas around the coast.

Biological, economic,

social and resource use

information have been

integrated into a single

publication to provide a

strong basis for regional

marine planning

This Atlas presents a synopsis of information on a wide range of human activities and interests in the marine environment, integrated for the

first time into a single publication. It will therefore serve as a vital information resource for regional marine planning. Its value does not end

here, however; the data sets from which the maps were compiled, combined with advanced computer technology, will provide the means to

improve our understanding of the complex patterns of human interaction with the marine environment.

Marine Matters - Atlas of marine activities and coastal communities in Australia's South-East Marine Region Page 2
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SOUTH-EAST MARINE REGION OVERVIEW

Oceans Policy and regional marine planning

Australia's Oceans Policy

Australia's Oceans Policy was launched by the Commonwealth Government in 1998,

the International Year of the Ocean. The Policy has a number of aims, including:

exercising and protecting Australia's rights over its marine jurisdictions; meeting its

obligations under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS);

understanding and protecting the marine environment; promoting ecologically

sustainabte economic development and establishing integrated planning and

management.

Regional marine planning

At the core of Australia's Oceans Policy is regional marine planning which aims to put

in place a management regime at the Large marine ecosystem Level. Regional marine

plans will integrate across economic, environmental, social and cultural objectives.

The plans will provide a focus for coordination between existing and developing ocean

uses and the range of sectoral and administrative agencies with responsibilities for

marine systems. The first regional marine plan is being developed for the South-East

Marine Region. The South-East Regional Marine Plan will be binding on all Federal

Government agencies. The Federal Government is seeking to involve aLL spheres of

government as active partners in the development of the Plan.

The South-East Marine Region

The South-East Marine Region comprises offshore waters from just south of Bermagui

in New South Wales to Cape Jervis in South Australia, taking in the waters of Victoria

and Tasmania, including Macquarie Island (see Map 1). The Region extends from the

three nautical mile Limit of coastal waters to the edge of the 200 nautical mile limit of

the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and, in places, to the edge of the continental shelf

where it extends beyond the EEZ (see Map 93).

The Region comprises three large marine ecosystems: the South-East, Subantarctic

(South Tasman Rise) and the Macquarie (centred on Macquarie Island). These domains

were defined during the development of the Interim Marine and Coastal Regi'onalisation

for Australia (IMCRA, 1998). The Region covers 1.67 million square kilometres of ocean

within Australia's EEZ, with a further 0.8 mitli'on square kilometres of daimable

continental shelf beyond the EEZ.

Marine Matters - Atlas of marine activities and coastal communities in Australia's South-East Marine Region Page 4
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SOUTH-EAST MARINE REGION OVERVIEW

Regional overview
The South-East Marine Region (continued)

The coastal margin of the Region (one Statistical Local Area [SLA] inland from the

coast - a total of 59 local government areas) had a population of 1.41 million

people in 1996, and includes part or all of the South Australian, Victorian,

Tasmaman and New South Wales coastlines. The Region is socially diverse, ranging

from very small and isolated communities through to the metropolitan centres of

Melbourne and Hobart. Consequently the Region contains the full diversity of social

profiles, with distinct demographic patterns evident.

The hinterLand of the Region is predominantly rural, the only significant area of

urbanisation being centred on Melbourne. The Region supplies substantial quantities

of agricultural, mineral and manufactured products for export. The oil and gas

industries also have a strong presence in the Region, with production comprising

nearly half of the $8 billion per annum total domestic production.

The coastal margin of the Region has substantial ecological and aesthetic values

and is the focus of recreational and holiday activities for a significant proportion

of the Australian population.

This Atlas describes the nature and distribution of marine activities and the

demographic characteristics of coastal communities in the South-East Marine Region.

It Looks m particular at the commercial, fisheries of the Region and, in a case study

of the South-East TrawL Fishery, makes a significant step towards linking resource

utilisation with the well-being of coastal communities. The bulk of the Atlas

provides baseline spatial information on marine activities including fishing,

shipping, petroleum and recreation and the demographics of coastal communities.

These data are interesting in their own right and together assist in developing

a fundamental understanding of the Region, which is vital from a planning

perspective.

Marine Matters - Atlas of marine activities and coastal communities in Australia's South-East Marine Region Page 6
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The fishing industry
Some 13 per cent of the Region comprises continental shelf waters of less than

200 metres. A further 16.5 per cent is shallower than 1,500 metres and comprises

seabed potentiaLLy accessible to bottom fishing gears such as bottom longLine and

trawt. The whole area is potentially accessible to peLagi'c fishing gears that operate

in the water column, such as purse seine and peLagic longline. The Region's waters

are home to a substantial and diverse fishing industry, supplying seafood to the

Large populations on Australia's south-eastern coastal margins, in particular, as

well as to the rest of Australia and to export markets.

The Region encompasses in excess of 30 managed open ocean fisheries and an

array of fishing methods and gears ranging m sophistication. For the most part,

information on where these fisheries operate, and where the primary fishing grounds

are, -is not readily available to interested people. This Atlas seeks to address this for

the South-East Marine Region. It illustrates comprehensively the nature and

distribution of commercial fishing, providing an information resource for the

general public, scientists and governments.

The facing map shows the value of catches taken across the Region and the level of

employment in the fishing industry (percentage of total employment) on the coastal

margin. Fishing operations tend to focus on two distinct parts of the Region, the

relatively shallow waters near the coast and at the edge of the continental shelf.

The coastal fisheries tend to be high value. Low volume (tonnage) State fisheries,

while the shelf edge fisheries tend to be high volume Commonwealth fisheries.

Coastal areas typically have annual catches of around 20 kiLograms per square

kilometre and annual values of $314 per square kilometre ($15.70/kiLogram/square

kitometre/year). Much of this value is derived from the rock Lobster and abalone

SOUTH-EAST MARINE REGION OVERVIEW

fisheries. These coastal fisheries tend to relate quite closely to the adjacent coastal

communities, in terms of homeports and where product is Landed.

Shelf edge fishing areas typically have annual catches of the order of 185 kilograms

per square kilometre and annual values of $523 per square kilometre ($2.80/kiLogram/

square kiLometre/year). Unlike the coastal fisheries, shelf edge fisheries, including

bottom trawling, tend to be Less closely connected with adjacent or nearby coastal

communities in terms of homeports and ports of Landing.

In 1999, the total catch for the Region was estimated at 46,000 tonnes, with

12,000 tonnes derived from State fisheries and 34,000 tonnes derived from

Commonwealth fisheries. The total landed value for the Region was estimated at

A$321 milh'on, with A$253 million from State fisheries and A$68 million from

Commonwealth fisheries.

Across the Region, employment in the commercial, fishing sector represents Less

than one per cent of overall employment. However, in locations such as King and

FLinders Islands there are relatively high Levels of employment in commercial, fishing

(6-9 per cent). South Australia also had pockets of high Levels of employment in

commercial fishing, a pattern also reflected on the south-east coast of Tasmania,

which also has easy access to the continental shelf. Towns with high levels of

commercial fishing employment tended to be Located along the eastern portion of

the Region, indicating that these towns may be more susceptible to flow on impacts

from changes in resource access, due to other factors such as low median incomes,

high unemployment and lower levels of education.

Marine Matters - Atlas of marine activities and coastal communities in Australia's South-East Marine Region Page 8



lap 4 Population growth, unemployment and median age in the South-East Marine Region BFtS
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Coastal communities
The facing map provides an overview of population growth, unemployment and

median age in the Region, and contains information for 22 of the 52 towns included

in the full analysis, selected to provide the best summary of the Region overall.

All 17 of the Region's port towns have been included, and a further six major

(non-port) towns are included to provide a regional perspective. It is important to

note that while the data provided for median age covers both SLAs and Urban Centre

Localities (UCLs), the data for population growth and unemployment is for the

named UCL only. A more detailed analysis of aLL the indicators is contained in the

section on Social Context of the South-East Region (page 81) of the Atlas.

Average population growth for the Region between 1991 to 1996 was 0.5 per cent,

which was 0.7 per cent below the national average (1.2 per cent). The pattern

reflected national growth trends around major metropolitan centres and the

movement from outlying areas into town centres (refer to the Population Growth,

Map 51 for more detail), which is highlighted in the overview map with only eight

of the 22 towns (or 36 per cent) demonstrating any growth. St Helens was the

outstanding exception with an 11 per cent growth rate, however this was caused

by a change in the UCL boundary between 1991 and 1996.

At 35.5 years, the median age of the Region was 1.5 years higher than the national

median age (34 years). The eastern portion of the Region displays consistently

higher median ages (35-38 years) than the west of the Region. Most port towns also

display higher median ages than the national median age. This indicates that there

are fewer younger people moving into, or staying in, these locations. Overall, the

Region is also ageing faster than the remainder of the country, underlined by the

higher increase in median age. Between 1991-1996, the median age increased by

up to 12 years or more in the Region, compared with the national average which

increased by only two years. The significance of this social indicator is reinforced

by the low rates of population growth, discussed previously.

In 1996 all but three towns (Smithton, Strahan and Melbourne) of the summary

22 towns were above the national unemployment average (9.2%), with the highest

being Port WeLshpool at over 25% unemployment. Nationally, unemployment dropped

from 9.2 per cent in 1996 to 7.3 per cent in 1999. While the South-East Marine

Region as a whole reflected this national trend, towns and SLAs to the west of

Melbourne and Hobart showed larger decreases in unemployment between 1996 and

1999 than those to the east of the line (refer to Map 67, 'Unemployment 1999').

This map indicates a community's potential vulnerability to change due to high

rates of unemployment. Low rates of population growth and an ageing population.

It is important to note that these trends are concentrated in those communities

in the east of the Region, positioning it as the area more sensitive to change.

Given that a significant proportion of the Region's commercial fishing value is also

sourced in the east of the Region, the link between fishing activity and community

sensitivity is significant. This connection underlines the need to understand and

consider the variability and diversity within regions as part of planning processes.
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Multiple marine use in eastern Bass Strait
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SOUTH-EAST MARINE REGION OVERVIEW

Multiple marine use
The South-East Marine Region is home to a diverse array of human uses and

activities, ranging from yacht racing and recreational pleasure-boating to major

industries such as shipping and oil and gas production. It is rich in natural and

cultural heritage and contains many valuable biological, and mineral resources.

Several major and minor fisheries operate m the Region and a diversified aquaculture

industry produces several types of shellfish, as well as salmon and ocean trout.

The Region is used by the Defence forces for training and exercises and a number

of areas have been set aside for these purposes. Several State and Commonwealth

marine science institutes located within the Region carry out biological,

oceanographic, geological and atmospheric field research into important Local,

regional and global phenomena.

Associated with alt these activities is a variety of fixed infrastructure such as:

• Oil and gas platforms;

• Mussel and oyster racks and sea farm cages;

• Lighthouses;

• Tide gauges and waverider buoys;

• Ports, harbours, shipyards and marinas;

• Boat ramps and sLipways; and

• Submarine cables and pipelines.

Moreover, several future infrastructure developments are planned, such as an

underwater electricity cable and a gas pipeline to connect Tasmania with

the mainland.

Much of the activity in the Region is concentrated in shallow coastal waters,

although cargo and research ships traverse the deeper open ocean. The Gippsland

Shelf region in Bass Strait is particuLarLy heavily used by the shipping, petroleum

and fishing industries. In addition, the adjacent sheltered waters of the Gippsland

lakes provide an ideal harbour for many yacht clubs and marinas, thus providing

access to these coastal waters for recreational and charter boats.

The map facing this page shows the area of operation of some of the activities on

the Gippsland Shelf, including the three main industries in the Region: petroleum,

shipping and fishing. As can be seen on the map, these activities either overlap, or

are in very close proximity to one another. Individual sectoral management regimes

and practices have been established over the years governing the way in which each

sector operates, and mitigating conflict with other sectors. For example, the oil rig

exclusion zone has been established to protect oil rigs from accidental damage by

merchant shipping and the traffic separation scheme prevents collisions between

cargo vessels. There is now a requirement however, in the context of Australia's

Oceans Policy, to manage alt marine activities in an integrated fashion and on a

whole ecosystem basis. This holistic framework will have to take into account not

only existing users, but also the rights and aspirations of indigenous people, as well'

as protecting resources for potential new and future uses such as bioprospecting.
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Brief summary of methods
Fisheries agencies in each of the States and the Commonwealth collect information

from operators in the form of Logbooks or returns. Basic information usually includes

some measure of the amount of fishing effort, the species composition of the catch

and where the fishing took place. These records form the basis of a comprehensive,

quantitative mapping of commercial fishing activity in the Region (full details of

methods are supplied in the Appendices).

Most of the maps show fishing effort by statistical areas. These areas vary greatly in

size and shape depending on the nature of the source data. Single statistical areas

may be squares with a breadth of only one kilometre, while others comprise broad

sections of ocean over 100 kilometres wide. The standard reporting period spans

1995 to 1999, however there are variations on this as noted in the text and in the

Appendices. The maps present a mean annual figure for this reporting period,

and statistics in the maps are always presented in per square kilometre units.

For example, 'number of days of fishing per square kilometre per year* is simply

calculated by dividing the average number of operations in the statistical area by

its physical area in square kilometres.

There are 22 fishing presentations, each comprising a text description and

comments, a graph of total catch and value over recent years and a map showing

the extent and intensity of fishing operations. The final presentation combines all

of the fisheries and presents a map of all commercial fishing catch and value across

the Region.

In developing the social component of this Atlas, BRS has drawn upon the existing

data of several agencies. These are the Australian Bureau of Statistics, Department of

Employment, Workplace Relations and Small Business, and Monash University's

Centre for Poputation and Urban Research.

The data have been presented at both the Statistical Local Area (SLA) and, where

available, the Urban Centre Level (UCL). This method of depicting the data serves to

demonstrate trends such as movement of populations from outlying areas into urban

centres or the concentration of employment. Three key themes have been identified

under which the indicator analysis is grouped: population and demography; family

income, income support and education; and labour force and employment.

Data for the human uses themes were acquired from an array of sources including

State and Commonwealth departments and research agencies, web sites, maps etc.

Data were supplied in a number of different formats e.g. as spreadsheets, ASCII files,

GIS data layers (ArcView shapefiles, Arclnfo coverages, Maplnfo layers) and some

spatial data was digitized from hardcopy material. Projections and datums were

standardised so that data from several sources could, if necessary, be combined into

one particular theme. The methods for compiling, processing and analysing data

used standard GIS techniques, with the exception of shipping data which required

the use of 'dynamic segmentation' to construct routes and traffic. A detailed

description of this process can be found in the Appendices.
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SOUTH-EAST MARINE REGION -
FISHERIES
For the most part, information on where fisheries are operating and what are the primary fishing grounds is not

readily available to interested persons. This Atlas seeks to accurately and comprehensively depict the nature

and distribution of commercial fishing activities. With this in mind, the objectives were to map fishing effort

(i.e. amount of fishing), the total catch, and the gross value of that catch after landing:

• by fishery or fishing gear,

• using a transparent methodology appropriate to all gear types,

• to the best spatial resolution possible given data and confidentiality constraints,

• encompassing ati open water, commercial fishing in the South-East Marine Region.
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Reading the maps
There are presentations on 22 different fishing methods or fisheries. These are

organised across South Australia, Victoria, Tasmania, New South WaLes and

Commonwealth jurisdictions. There are distinct abaLone, rock lobster and scallop

fisheries in each State and for these fisheries information from ati States is presented

together. Finally, catch and value information for alt commercial fishing, summarised

across all sectors and jurisdictions, is presented.

Each presentation contains the following elements:

1 A text outline stating the main fishing method(s), the primary species caught and

the management arrangements and strategies, along with an indication of the

number of direct participants in the fishery.

2 Some comments on the gear of fishery, briefly describing the distribution of

operations, history, markets, catch/vaLue and treatment of the data.

3 A graph of total catch and gross landed value by year, for the reporting period.

As far as possible, the quantities reported are annual totals from within the

South-East Marine Region. All values are in Australian doLLars.

4 A map showing the extent and intensity of fishing operations for the sector.

Reading the maps
Full information on treatment of the data is given in the Appendices, however some

brief notes are included here for the readers ease.

• The maps usually show fishing activity (effort) by statistical areas that vary

from one kilometre to over 50 kilometres in width, depending on the nature of the

source data. Statistics in the maps are always presented in per square kilometre

units. For example, 'number of days of fishing per square kilometre per year', is

simply calculated by dividing the mean number of operations in the statistical area

by its physical area in square kilometres.

• The standard reporting period is 1995 to 1999 caLender years, however there

are variations on this and these are noted in the text and the Appendices.

The maps present a mean annual figure for this reporting period.

• Colour shading is used to indicate areas of higher or Lower

effort, catch or value. More intense colours indicate higher

values and vice versa. Blue shading in maps refers to fishing ^B ;, ,|

effort, red to total catch and green to gross Landed value.

• It should be noted that, while a section of ocean may be ^| ^^ ^^

shaded to represent a level of fishing, this does not mean

activity is equally dispersed across the ocean or seabed. In most cases fishing is

quite patchy in its distribution so, particularly with large statistical areas, caution

is required when interpreting maps.

• Most jurisdictions have a 'five boat rule' confidentiality requirement, with respect to

fishery Logbook data. The rule precludes the presentation of data that represents Less

than five vessels or licencees. Statistical areas with less than five boats are either

removed completely or mapped as masked data with no indication of the magnitude.

• Some statistical grids cross jurisdictionat boundaries and may overlap areas that are

dosed to fishing.

In addition to commerciat fishing there are significant recreational and indigenous

fisheries operating in south-eastern Australia. The recreational sector is covered briefly,

and the indigenous sector is not covered in this volume. For detailed and comprehensive

information on the species taken, the reader is referred to the BRS publication 'Australian

Fisheries Resources' (Kailola et al 1993). For information on the status of Commonwealth

fisheries the reader is referred to the BRS publication 'Fisheries Status Reports', published

annually. For information on the status of State managed fisheries the reader is referred

to the relevant State fisheries agency.
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Fishing methods
The wide range of fishing methods and gears reflect the characteristics of the targeted

species. The following is a summary of the main fishing methods employed in the

oceans off south-eastern Australia. It is not comprehensive, but does cover the main

methods referred to in the Atlas.

Purse seine
Nets are constructed with a smaller mesh size

than the size of fish being targeted. A skiff or

buoy anchors one end of the net while it is set

around a school of fish, after which a purse Line is

pulled to close the bottom of the net. Used to

target high-volume schooling species including

tunas, in coastal and oceanic waters.

Lampara net
Similar to a purse seine, however the net has

tapered panels to give a characteristic scoop

shape rather than being flat. The net is set around

a school and when both ends are retrieved the

vessel tows the net forward, closing the bottom

then top of the net. Used to catch pilchards and

anchovy in inshore waters.

Beach seine
The seine net is set parallel to the shoreline, some

distance off the beach, usually by a dinghy. One

haul line is retained on the beach while the other

is returned by the dinghy and both lines are

hauled until the seine net and entrapped fish are

dragged onto the shore. Beach seine are used to

catch many species, including mullet, Australian

salmon, whiting and tailor.

J^

Gillnet
Panels of net are set vertically in the water

column, either at the surface or in contact with

the seabed. The size of the mesh in the net

determines the size range of the species caught,

as smaller fish are able to swim through the mesh

and fish that are too large tend to bounce off.

Pots and traps
Traps are usually baited and set on the seabed

with a Line to a surface float. A wide range of

designs are used to take crustaceans such as

Lobsters and crabs, and some species of fish.

Pots and traps are set in depths from a few

metres to over 200 metres.

Bottom otter trawl
A cone-shaped net, held open across the seabed

by large hydrodynamic plates called otter boards.

The otter boards are usually attached to the net

by lines called sweeps, which are often quite Long,

relative to the net width and aid in herding fish

towards the net mouth. As the net is pulled along,

fish accumulate in the rear section, or cod end,

of the net. Depending on the vessel and gear,

bottom otter trawling may occur to a depth in

excess of 1,500 metres, but generally above

1,000 metres.
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Mid-water trawl

Is usually much Larger than a bottom trawl and

designed to fish off the seabed, in midwater.

The horizontal opening is maintained by otter

boards. Floats on the headline (at the top) and

weights on the groundtine (at the bottom)

maintain the vertical opening. Mid-water trawl

gear is used to target species such as blue

grenadier (Macruronus novaezelandiae) off

western Tasmania.

Prawn trawl
Nets are similar to bottom otter trawls but do

not use sweep. Chains are hung below the

footrope to disturb the prawns, causing them

to 'jump' into the path of the oncoming net.

Arrays of two, three or even four such nets

are commonly towed by a single vessel.

Prawn trawling of this type is generally Limited

to waters shallower than about 80 metres.

Danish seine
Nets are a cross between a trawl net and a

seine net, in terms of shape. The line and net is /

paid out in a pear shape, and then hauled back ,'

to the stationary or slowly steaming vessel in a /

similar fashion to a bottom trawl. The two lines ^

act as 'sweeps', herding fish towards the net.

Danish seine gear is used on the continental \
\

shelf to target flathead, whiting and morwong.

--S,,
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Scallop dredge
Mainly box-shaped mud dredges, up to

3.5 metres wide, dragged along the seabed

and digging into the substrate to collect

animals on and within it. ScalLop dredges

are used in relatively shallow continental

shelf waters, to a depth of 100 metres.

Pole and line (pole and live bait)
Surface swimming schools of tuna are attracted

to the vessel using live or dead bait. The tuna,

in a frenzy of feeding, take a barbless hook and

lure and are hauled aboard using a pole and

short, fixed line. Pole and line may be combined

with purse seining to attract and aggregate a

school of fish, around which the net is set.

The pole boat subsequently escapes over the

top of the purse seine net.

Pelagic longline
(drifting longlmes)
Comprise a mainline suspended horizontally by

buoy Lines. Branch lines, each with a single

baited hook, are attached to the main Line at

regular intervals. The Line is allowed to 'soak'

for several hours before retrieval. PeLagic

longh'nes are used to catch tuna and bitlfish in

oceanic waters, and usually set hooks shallower

than 300 metres.
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Dropline
A single main line, with numerous baited hooks

(usually no more than 100) attached to the

bottom portion of the line via branch-lines and

clips. The main line is set vertically in the water

column, between a Large surface float and a

bottom weight. Droplines are regularly set to

depths in excess of 500 metres and catch blue-

eye trevalla (Hyperogiyphe antarctka), and

hapuku (Poyprion oxygeneios) among other

speaes.

Troll
Troll lines are run from the stern of the vessel

and from booms on the side of the vessel.

Hooked baits and lures are pulled through the

water behind the moving vessel. Trolling is used

to catch tuna and mackerel in coastal waters

and waters off the continental shelf.

Bottom longline
A mainline, with attached branch-Lines (snoods)

and hooks, that are set across the seabed.

Variations may have floats incorporated to Lift

the baits away from the bottom (trotlmes).

Bottom Longlines are used to catch Lmg

(Genypterus blacodes) and school shark

(Galeorhinus galeus) among other species, and

may be set in depths exceeding 1,000 metres.

Squid jlg
Occurs at night, with bright Lights attracting

squid to the vessel's side. Lines with several

barbless lures are 'jigged' up and down and

squid caught on the Lures are hauled onto the

vessel. Most vessels in Australia use automated,

mechanical jigging machines. Squid jigging

occurs mainly m coastal waters.
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
Miscellaneous, totalling some 27 different gears and methods. The predominant

gears are gillnet, purse seine, hauling net, LongLine and handLine.

Main species
There are more than 50 species taken by commercial fishers m

South Australia, of these, less than 10 are taken consistently over years.

The most important are King George whiting (Sillaginodes punctata), snapper

(Pagrus auratus), tommy ruff (Arripis georgianus), pilchard (Sardinops neopiichardus),

Australian salmon (Arripis trutta and A. truttaceus), garfish (Hyporhamphus spp.),

calamari (Sepioteuthis austrah's), cuttLefish (Sepia spp.), mud cockte (Katelysia spp.)

and sand crab (Ovalipes austraiiensis).

Management
Managed by South Australia. Fishing effort is restricted by input controls such as

Limited entry (since 1977), area and time closures, size and bag limits and gear

restrictions. In 1998 there were a total of 492 licences to operate in the marine

scalefish fishery.
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Comments
• The fishery is mainly confined to continental shelf waters, that is to a depth

of approximately 200 metres.

• Fishers within this sector continue to target the same species, and others,

that have been fished since the early 1800s. The term 'scalefish' is somewhat

of a misnomer as squid, sharks and shellfish are a substantial take in this sector.

The name has remained, however, after these species developed as component

fisheries within a sector that traditionally targeted scaLefish species.

• Most fishers dispose of scaLefish catches to one of the many South Australian

processors, or to a number of retail outlets for the table fish markets in cities

or towns adjacent to their home port. A small percentage is exported to markets

in Melbourne and Sydney.

• The South-East Marine Region contains only part of this fishery. Within the

Region, catches dropped in the 1997-98 financial year, when catch statistics

for the South Australian shark fishery were transferred to the Commonwealth.

The 1999-2000 catch was approximately 800 tonnes with a Landed value of

$3 million.

• Mean annual fishing effort data for 1995-96 to 1999-2000 financial years are

presented by unique statistical areas. The South-East Marine Region fully

contains the Victor Harbor/South-East zone and a very small portion of the Gulf

of St Vmcent/Kangaroo Island zone. Catch and value statistics are presented for

the Victor Harbour/South-East zone only.
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
Bottom otter trawl and Danish seine.

Main species
See Bottom trawl (Commonwealth) and Danish seine (Commonwealth) presentations.

Management
Victoria manages trawl and Danish seine operations within three nautical miles of

the coast, while the Commonwealth manages beyond three nautical miles. However,

under an Offshore Constitutional Settlement, South-East Trawl Fishery quota species

such as school whiting (Siilago flindersi) and tiger flathead (Neoplatycephalus

nchardsonf) are managed by the Commonwealth. In general, management strategies

are in line with the South-East Trawl Fishery.
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Comments
• The effort shown comprises mainly Danish seine that is centred on the port of

Lakes Entrance but with a small number of boats operating from San Remo and

Port WelshpooL, east of Wilsons Promontory.

• For more historical and market information see the Bottom trawl (Commonwealth)

and Danish seine (Commonwealth) presentations (p. 39-42).

• The South-East Marine Region completely contains this fishery. The 1999 total

catch was 89 tonnes with a landed value of $0.58 million.

• Mean annual fishing effort data for 1995-99 are presented on a 10-minute

(0.166 degree) grid. Effort values of grid cells with Less than five boats

represented are unshaded to protect confidentiality.
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
Wide variety of gears including handtine, troll, gillnet, beach seine and octopus pot.

Main species
Snapper (Pagrus auratus), gum my shark (Mustelus antarcticus), Australian salmon

(Am'pis spp.) and octopus (Octopus spp.).

Management
Limited entry licensing and gear restrictions. The definition of this managed fishery

has changed through the 1990s, with major components including Australian salmon

purse seining managed separately from 1996. The remainder comprises a variety of

fishing techniques and target species not elsewhere managed by Victoria or the

Commonwealth. Operators are usually licensed to another fishery, such as rock

lobster, but retain an 'ocean general' Licence to diversify opportunities.
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Comments
• Fishing is focused on near-shore areas, from Portland in the west through

to WiLsons Promontory in the east.

• Fish and mollusc product is predominantly for the domestic fresh or

frozen markets.

• The South-East Marine Region compLeteLy contains this fishery. The 1999 total

catch was 350 tonnes with a Landed value of $1.29 rmttion. The fall in catches

since 1995 is attributable to the exclusion of some sectors from the fishery.

• Mean annual fishing effort data for 1995-99 are presented on a 10-rmnute

(0.166 degree) grid. Effort values of grid cells with less than five boats

represented are unshaded to protect confidentiality.
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Inshore scalefish - gillnet and hook and trap (Tasmania)
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
Gillnet, handLine, baited trap, troLL and bottom longline.

Main species
Gillnet: flathead (Platycephalus spp.), flounder (mainly PLeuronectidae),

jackass morwong (Nemadactylus macropterus), bastard and striped trumpeters

{Latn'dopsis forsteri and Latris lineata) and garfish (Hyporhamphus meianochh).

Hook and trap: striped trumpeter {Latris lineata) and wrasse species (Labridae).

Management
Gillnet: Limited entry licence restrictions, species-specific licences, net-mesh

and net-length restrictions, size-Limits and seasonal closures. There are a total of

446 Licences to participate in the gillnet fishery. About 20 per cent of the holders

also hold additional species-specific Licences, of which there are a total of 92.

In addition, the 315 Tasmanian rock lobster licences also allow the use of a

small amount of giLLnet.
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Hook and trap: Limited entry licence restrictions, species-specific licences,

restrictions on the numbers of hooks and traps, size h'mits and seasonal closures.

There are a total of 446 licences to participate in the hook and trap fishery.

About 15 per cent of these licence holders hold additional species-specific licences.

Comments
• Operations of both gillnet and hook and trap sectors are concentrated near the

coastline, on the relatively narrow (apart from Bass Strait) continental shelf.

• The Tasmanian scalefish fishery has existed for many years as an important

and diverse part of the Tasmanian fishing industry. Up until 1994 the fishery

operated with minimal management controls or limits on total catch or effort.

• The inshore gilLnet sector targets a wide range of fish for the Live and

fresh/frozen fish markets. The inshore hook and trap sector targets a small

number of fish predominantly for the Live fish markets. Some fish are taken

by troll or with bottom longLine for the fresh/frozen fish market.

• The South-East Marine Region completely contains this fishery. The total gi'Llnet

catch in 1999 was 320 tonnes with a landed value of $1 million. The total hook

and trap catch m 1999 was 161 tonnes with a landed value of $0.63 million,

down significantly from a 1996 peak of 687 tonnes valued at $1.82 million.

• Mean annual fishing effort data for 1995-99 are presented on a

quarter degree grid.

1999
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lap 10 Diversified inshore scalefish fishery (Tasmania)
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
Spear, hand squid jig, Lampara (seine) net, hand collection and other

miscellaneous gears.

Main species
Numerous shallow water, near-shore species.

Management
The fishery is managed m conjunction with the gillnet and hook and trap sectors

of the Tasmanian inshore scalefish fishery. The fishers generally participate in the

gilLnet and hook and trap fisheries, but are entitled to use other fishing

equipment to take scatefish.
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Diversified inshore scalefish fishery (Tasmania)

Comments
• The diversified inshore scaLefish fishery is focused on shallow waters and

intertidaL areas along the eastern shores of Tasmania.

• The fishery targets a number of fish species mainly for domestic fresh/

frozen markets.

• The South-East Marine Region completely contains this fishery. The total catch

for this sector has increased substantially over the five years to 1999, reaching

155 tonnes with a landed value of $0.32 million.

• Mean annual fishing effort data for 1995-99 are presented on a quarter

degree grid.

1995
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lap 11 Inshore beach seine and purse seine fishery (Tasmania)
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
Beach seine and purse seine.

Main species
Australian salmon {Arn'pis trutta and A. truttacea), garfish (Hyporhamphus

meianochir) and southern calamari (Sepioteuthis australis).

Management
Limited entry licence restrictions, restrictions on the Length of the seine nets used,

size limits and seasonal closures. There are a total of 60 licences to participate in

the fishery.

Comments
• Beach seining and purse seining are concentrated along Tasmania's east and

north coasts and around Flinders Island in Bass Strait.

• The inshore beach and purse seine fishery targets a small number of fish species

predominantly for the fresh/frozen fish and bait markets.

• The South-East Marine Region completely contains this fishery. The total catch

in 1999 was 394 tonnes with a landed value of $0.7 miLLion.

• Mean annual fishing effort data for 1995-99 are presented on a quarter

degree grid.
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ap 12 Commercial dive fishery (Tasmania)
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
Hand collection using surface supply diving equipment (hookah).

Main species
Sea urchin (Helioddaris erythrogramma} and periwmkle (Turbo spp.).

Management
Harvesting fish for commercial purposes by diving may only be done by the holder

of a Fishing Licence (Commercial. Dive). While there are currently 61 Licences, only

about half of these holders are active.

Comments
• The dive fishery for sea urchm generally occurs in sheltered to moderately

exposed waters off the south-east, east and northern coasts of Tasmania.

• The commercial dive fishery began in the 1980s, and has since been through

Large fluctuations in activity and catch.
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Sea urchin roe is considered a delicacy in many Asian and some European

countries. At present, most roe is exported fresh to Japan, and there is also

a small domestic market for sales to Japanese restaurants. Various other species

of gastropods taken by commercial. divers are usually sold live 'in-shetl'. There has

also been some commercial investigation into the drying and exporting of

sea cucumbers.

The South-East Marine Region completely contains this fishery. The total catch

has increased steadily from 150 tonnes in 1996 to 250 tonnes in 1999 with a

landed value of $0.8 million.

Mean annual fishing effort data for 1995-99 are presented on a 0.1 degree grid.

^A
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
Fish trawl and prawn trawl.

Main species
Fish trawl: silver trevalLy (Pseudocaranx dentex), flathead (Neoplatycephalus and

Platycephalus spp.), redfish {Centroberyx affinis), John dory (Zeusfaber), eastern

school whiting (Sillago flindersi), sharks and rays, cuttlefish (Sepia), southern

calamari and squid (Loligo and Sepioteuthis spp.).

Prawn trawl: eastern king prawn (Meh'certus plebejus), school prawn (Metapenaeus

madeayi} and greasyback prawn {Metapenaeus bennettae).

Management
New South Wales has jurisdiction over the management of fish trawl and prawn trawt

fisheries south of Barrenjoey Head and within three nautical miles of the coast.
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Fish trawl: Limited entry and trip Limits on certain species, comptementing the

Commonwealth South-East Trawl Fishery quota system. The fish trawl fishery has

approximately 100 entitlement holders and most entitlement holders in the southern

zones also hold a permit to fish in the Commonwealth South-East TrawL Fishery.

Prawn trawl: Effort (boats) controLLed through a unitisation system, with units

allocated based on vessel size and engine power. The entire New South Wales prawn

trawl fishery comprises a total of 330 vessels.

Comments
• South of Barrenjoey Head (North Sydney), both these managed fisheries are

restricted to waters within three nautical miles of the coast (i.e. New South

Wales State waters).

• The advent of otter board trawling in the late 1920s allowed fishers to target

prawns in deeper oceanic waters rather than shallow and coastal areas.

This Led to the establishment of the king prawn fishery, and by the mid 1950s

catches of king prawns (oceanic) exceeded those of school prawns (estuarine).

• Fish and prawn product is predominantly for the domestic fresh or

frozen markets.

• The South-East Marine Region contains only part of these fisheries. Within the

Region, the 1999-00 fish trawl catch was 125 tonnes with a landed value

of $0.38 million. The 1999-00 prawn trawl catch was 11 tonnes, worth

$0.11 million.

• New South Wales statistical reporting zones comprise one degree of Latitude for

most fisheries, except rock lobster and abalone. The South-East Marine Region

includes one zone wholly, and bisects a second zone. Catch and value statistics

are graphed for these two southern most zones. Mean annual fishing effort data

for 1997-99 are presented in the maps.

1999-00
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ip 14 Ocean hauling and trap and line (New South Wales)
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
Purse seine, fish trap, hand Line, dropline, bottom Longline, pelagic longh'ne, troll,

spanner crab net, piLchard/anchovy/bait nets, hauling net and garfish net.

Main species
Ocean haul: sea mullet (Mugil cephalus), Australian salmon (Arripis trutta), yetlowfin

bream {Acanthopagrus austraiis) and pilchard (Sardinops neopilchardus), eastern sea

garfish {Hyporhamphus australis), blue mackereL {Scomber australasicus}, yellowtail

(Trachurus novaezelandiae) and sweep (Scorpis h'neol.atus).

Trap and line: snapper (Pagrus auratus), yeltowtail kingfish (Seriola lalandf),

bLue-eye {Hyperoglyphe antarctica), gemfish (Rexea solandn) and morwong

(Nemadactylus dougiasii), gummy shark {Mustelus antarcticus).
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Management
Ocean haul: limited entry, gear restrictions. The New South WaLes fishery is

restricted to waters inside three nautical miles from the coast. The beach and boat

haul sector includes endorsements for approximately 200 skippers and 200 crew.

The purse seine sector has 23 endorsements.

Trap and line: series of Licensing arrangements (e.g. boat replacement policy) and

input controls (e.g. trap size, limit on hook numbers inside three nautical miles)

aimed at controlling effort in the fishery.

Comments
• The ocean haul fishery is restricted to waters within three nautical miles of the

coast. The trap and Line fishery extends out to the 4,000 metre isobath, however

operations rarely occur outside the 1,000 metres isobath and the map

presentation reflects this.

• Beach seining dates back to the early days of European settlement.

• Handlining commenced in the late 1800s, followed by bottom longlimng in

1908, trolling in the 1930s, poling for tuna in the 1950s and a seaward

expansion of line fishing activities in the 1960s.

• Product is mainly for the domestic fresh or frozen markets, with significant

exports of some species.

• The South-East Marine Region contains only part of these fisheries. Within the

Region, the 1999 New South Wales ocean haul fishery catch was 440 tonnes with

a landed value of $0.58 milh'on. The 1999 trap and line fishery catch was

188 tonnes, worth $0.98 million.

• New South Wales statistical reporting zones comprise one degree of Latitude for

most fisheries, except rock Lobster and abalone. The South-East Marine Region

includes one zone wholly, and bisects a second zone. Catch and value statistics

are graphed for these two southern most zones. Mean annual fishing effort data

for 1997-99 are presented in the maps.
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ap 15 Bottom trawl (Commonwealth)
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
Bottom otter trawl, with some deep-water prawn trawl and mid-water fish trawt.

Main species
Blue-eye trevalla (Hyperoglyphe antarctica), blue grenadier (Macruronus

novaezeiandiae), blue warehou {Senoieiia brama), eastern school whiting

(Siliago flindersf), flathead {Neoplatycephaius and Piatycephalus spp.), gemfish

{Rexea solandri}, jackass morwong {Nemadactylus macropterus), John dory

(Zeusfaber), ting (Genypterus blacodes), mirror dory (Zenopsis nebulosus),

ocean perch {Helicoienus spp.), orange roughy {Hoplostethus atianticus), redfish

(Centroberyx affim's), royal red prawn (Haliporoides sibogae), silver trevally

(Pseudocaranx dentex), spotted warehou (Senolella punctata) and oreo dories

(Oreosomatidae).

Management
South-East Trawl Fishery: Total allowable catches for 18 of the main species or species-

groups are allocated to fishers as individual transferable quotas. In addition there are

limited entry and gear/boat restrictions. In 1999 there were some 80 active boats.
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South Tasman Rise Fishery: Most of this fishery is outside of the Australian Fishing

Zone and is managed through an extension of the area to which the Commonwealth

Fisheries Management Act 1991 applies. Controls include Limited entry to Australian

vessels and precautionary total allowable catches for orange roughy.

Great Australian Bight Trawl Fishery: The primary management tools are limited

entry and gear/boat restrictions. There were 10 active boats in 1999.

Comments
• Note on mapping: The map does not indicate the area of seabed swept by trawt

gear. The shaded one kilometre square cells on the map indicate that fishing has

occurred in the cell but not where within the cell fishing has occurred.

• Trawling is concentrated along the edge of the continental shelf and the upper

part of the continental slope. There is also considerable inshore trawling off the

New South Wales coast, as well as on isolated sea-mounts and rises south and

east of Tasmania.

• The fishery began in the early 1900s with steam trawlers operating in continental

shelf waters. These were overtaken by Danish seiners in the 1950s and modern

diesel powered trawlers in the early 1970s. With the modern trawler, the fishery

also expanded to deeper waters of the upper continental slope. Catches in the

trawl fisheries peaked around 1990 with the development of orange roughy fishing.

• These fisheries are major suppliers of fresh fish to the domestic market in south-

eastern Australia. Significant export markets exist for some species.

• The South-East Marine Region contains only part of these fisheries. Within the

Region, the total catch in 1999 was 23,000 tonnes with a Landed value of

$45 million.

• Mean annual fishing effort data for 1995-99 are presented on a one kilometre

grid. Grid cells with Less than five boats represented are masked to protect

confidentiality.

1995 1999
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
Danish seine.

Main species
Tiger flathead (Neoplatycephalus nchardsoni), eastern school whiting

(Sillago flindersi) and octopus (Octopus spp.).

Management
Managed as a component of the South-East TrawL Fishery. The primary management

tools are total allowable catches for 18 species or species groups, allocated to

fishers as individual transferable quotas. In addition there are Limited entry and

gear/boat restrictions. There were some 10 to 20 active boats throughout the 1990s.

Danish seine is also used in the Victorian inshore trawl and Danish seine fishery.

Comments
• The Commonwealth Danish seine fleet operates mainly out of the port of Lakes

Entrance, Victoria. Fishing activities are centred on inshore grounds close to

shore as well as on the edge of the continental shelf in eastern Bass Strait.

• The Danish seine fleet dominated the South-East Fishery from the early 1950s

until the early 1970s, after which modern, dieseL powered bottom trawlers

dominated the fleet.

• Most of the catch is marketed fresh for consumption in south-eastern Australia.

Much of the school whiting catch is exported to Japan.

• The South-East Marine Region completely contains this fishery. Catches have

been relatively stable through the 1990s, with an annual catch of some

2,200 tonnes, valued at $3.7 million in 1999.

• Mean annual fishing effort data for 1995-99 are presented on a 10 kilometre

grid. Grid cells with Less than five boats represented are masked to protect

confidentiality. Operation refers to one set and retrieval of the fishing year.
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lap 17 Gillnet (Commonwealth)
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
GiLLnet, mainly set in contact with the seabed.

Main species
Gummy shark {Mustelus antarcticus), school shark {Galeorhinus galeus), hapuku

(Polypn'on oxygeneios), Ling (Genypterus blacodes), elephantfish (Callorhinchus miiii),

saw shark (Pnstiophorus spp.), whiskery shark (Furgaleus macki}, btue eye trevalta

(Hyperoglyphe antarctica), spotted warehou (SenoleUa punctata) and blue warehou

(Senoiella brama).

Management
Southern Shark Fishery: Managed by the Commonwealth in waters outside State

waters to the edge of the Australian Fishing Zone. Gummy shark and school shark are

managed by the Commonwealth within South Australian and Tasmanian waters.

Targeted shark fishing is prohibited within Victorian waters. Management tools

include Limited entry, limits on licence transferabiLity, gear Limitations and area
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restrictions. Total allowable catches, allocated as individual transferable quotas,

were introduced for gummy shark and school shark in 2001. There were 83 of

130 giltnet licencees active in 2000.

South-East Non-Trawl Fishery: See Dropline and bottom longh'ne (Commonwealth)

presentation (p. 51).

Comments
• GiLlnets are set in relatively shallow, continental shelf waters, and the bulk of

fishing is concentrated in Bass Strait and in an area west of Kangaroo Island.

• The Southern Shark Fishery was established in the 1930s, however gillnet

replaced bottom Longline as the predominant gear for shark fishing in the 1970s.

• Most shark are sold through the Melbourne fish markets and are a staple of the

fish and chip trade.

• The South-East Marine Region contains only part of these fisheries. Within the

Region, the total catch in 1999 was 1,400 tonnes with a Landed value of

$6.6 million. Total catches have declined over the Last 20 years, due largely to

falling school shark catches. Gummy shark catches have been relatively stable. '

• Mean annual fishing effort data for 1997-99 are presented on a 10 kilometre grid.

Grid cells with less than five boats represented are masked to protect

confidentiality.
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
Purse seine and pole and Line.

Main species
Skipjack tuna (Katsuwonus pelamis), albacore tuna (Thunnus alalunga), yellowfin

tuna {Thunnus albacares) and southern bluefin tuna {Thunnus maccoyif).

Management
See arrangements for Pelagic longh'ne (Commonwealth) (p. 47). Management controls

include limited entry, area and boat size restrictions and bycatch arrangements.

Recently, in any one year some 20 vessels have operated.

Comments
• Operations are distributed off New South Wales and east of Lakes Entrance, in

both continental shelf and off-shelf waters. Purse seining of southern bLuefin

tuna for ranching at Port Lincoln, South Australia, takes place further west,

off the Eyre Peninsula.
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Poh'ng of southern bluefin tuna in New South WaLes and South Australia began in

the 1950s, and in Western Australia in the late 1960s. Poling was combined with

purse seining in the late 1970s, Leading to a major expansion of the southern

bluefin tuna fishery. This fishery collapsed off New South Wales in the early 1980s.

Most skipjack tuna are canned in Port Lincoln, after closure of the Eden cannery.

The catch off the southern east coast is dominated by skipjack purse seining,

and the availability of skipjack is highly variable from year to year, dependant on

oceanographic conditions. The South-East Marine Region contains only part of

these fisheries. Within the Region the total catch in 1999 was 5,000 tonnes with

a landed value of $6 miLLion.

Mean annual fishing effort data for 1995-99 are presented on a 20 kilometre grid.

Grid cells with Less than five boats represented are masked to protect

confidentiality.
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES
RSgSI

Gear
Pelagic longline.

Main species
Yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacares), bigeye tuna (Thunnus obesus), albacore tuna

(Thunnus alalunga), broadbill swordfish (Xiphias giadius), sharks (Eiasmobranchii),

skipjack tuna (Katsuwonus pelamis), striped marlin (Tetrapturus audax) and southern

bLuefin tuna (Thunnus maccoyii).

Management
Eastern Tuna and Billfish Fishery: Extends east of the South Australia/Victoria

border in the south, round the east coast to Cape York, Queensland, in the north.

The fishery is managed through input controls including limited entry, zoning, vessel

size restrictions, bycatch provisions and gear restrictions. A system of transferable

fishing effort units is proposed.
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Southern and Western Tuna and Billfish Fishery: Extends west of the South

Australia/Victoria border in the south, dockwi'se to Cape York in the north.

The fishery is managed in a similar way to the eastern fishery. A system of

transferable catch units is proposed.

Southern Bluefin Tuna Fishery: The domestic component of the wider southern

bluefin tuna fishery is managed by a total allowable catch, allocated as individual

transferable quotas.

Comments
• Domestic Longline operations are concentrated m offshore (beyond the

continental shelf) waters off New South Wales and to the east and south of

Tasmania. In the late 1990s these operations moved further out, towards and

beyond the outer Limit of the Australian Fishing Zone (200 nautical miles).

• Sporadic domestic Longlining began off New South Wales in the 1950s, but

increased markedly in 1986 with the introduction of airfreighting of fresh,

chilled tuna to Japan.

• Most of the tuna is exported to Japan whereas most of the broadbiLl swordfish

is exported to the United States.

• The South-East Marine Region contains only part of these fisheries. Within the

Region, over the 1995-99 period, total catch ranged from 350 to 900 tonnes and

landed value from $3 million to $7 million. These values do not account for value

adding through the farming of southern bluefin tuna. The longh'ne fishery off

eastern Tasmania declined markedly in the Late 1990's.

• Mean annual fishing effort data for 1995-99 are presented on 10 kilometre and

50 kilometre grids (depending on density of operations). Grid cells with Less than

five boats represented are masked to protect confidentiality.

1995 1999
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
PeLagic Longline.

Main species
See Pelagic longh'ne (Commonwealth) presentation.

Management
Access to the Australian Fishing Zone by Japanese longliners was arranged under an

Australia Japan Head Agreement and annual subsidiary access arrangements that

specified area of operation, seasons, catch limits, numbers of vessels and access

fees. Arrangements were administered by the Australian Fisheries Management

Authority. Access for the purpose of fishing lapsed in January 1997, and has not

been renewed as of February 2002.
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Comments
• The main fishing grounds in the Region are Located off eastern and southern

Tasmania, targeting predominantly southern bluefin tuna.

• Japanese pelagic longlining underwent expansion in the Pacific and Indian

Oceans in the 1950s. Japan-Australia relationships began with Australia's

12 nautical miles fishing Limit in the early 1970s, leading to govern ment-to-

government negotiation on longliner access. With the commencement of

operation of the Australian 200 nautical miles fishing zone, on 1 November

1979, new arrangements involving annual, bilateral Licences were introduced.

These arrangements, as well as access to Australian ports. Lapsed in January

1997. Port access only was renewed in 2001.

• Product is mainly frozen (to -60°C) onboard before sale in Japan.

• Catches up until 1997 fell away due to introduction and subsequent reduction

of catch Limits on southern bluefin tuna, and cessation of joint venture

arrangements after 1995.

• Mean annual fishing effort data for 1993-97 are presented on 30 kilometre grid.

Data for operations outside of the Australian Fishing Zone are incomplete.
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Gear
Dropline and bottom LongLine.

Main species
Blue-eye trevalla (Hyperoglyphe antarctica), hapuku (Poyprion oxygeneios),

ling (Genypterus blacodes), gummy shark (Mustelus antarcticus} and school

shark (Gaieorhinus galeus).

Management
South-East Non-Trawl Fishery: Includes waters outside 80 nautical miles,

off New South WaLes and Queensland and waters outside three nautical miles

elsewhere. It extends from Sandy Cape round to the Western AustraLia/South

Australia border. Input controls include limited entry, gear and area restrictions.

Total allowable catches are allocated as individual transferable quotas for blue-eye

trevalla, pink Li'ng and blue warehou. In 1998 there were 127 endorsements for

dropline and 109 endorsements for bottom longline.

Dropline and bottom longline (Commonwealth)
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Southern Shark Fishery: See Gillnet (Commonwealth) presentation (p. 43).

There were 18 of 31 bottom longtine Licencees active in 2000.

Comments
• Effort is concentrated along the edge of the continental shelf, particularly

on bathymetric features such as canyons and cliffs.

• Entry to the Commonwealth fishery has been Limited since the mid 1980s

and catches in the South-East Non-Trawl Fishery were limited from 1998.

• Catch is mainly sold on domestic markets, including restaurants.

• The South-East Marine Region contains only part of this fishery. Within the

Region catches and Landed value increased over the 1997-99 period, totalling

650 tonnes and $5.1 million in 1999.

• Mean annual fishing effort data for 1997-99 are presented on 50 kilometre grid.

Grid cells with less than five boats represented are masked to protect

confidentiality. In addition to the gears shown, the non-trawl sector also

includes a small amount of fish trapping.
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Squid j'ig (Commonwealth)
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Gear
Squid jig.

Main species
Arrow squid (Nototodarus gouldf).

Management
Southern Squid 3ig Fishery: Managed by the Commonwealth, in waters beyond

three nautical miles of the coast, primarily through Limited entry, with some

35 active operators in the fishery (1995-99). There are very few purpose-built

squid jigging vessels, and most vessels are licensed to fish in other sectors.

Comments
• The three main centres of squid jigging are east of Portland, off Queensdiff and

off Lakes Entrance.

Squid jig (Commonwealth)
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Sporadic jigging for squid by domestic and foreign vessels occurred up until

1987, after which the domestic fishery developed. There has been no squid

jiggmg by foreign vessels since 1988.

Product is landed in fresh chilled (iced) form and sold on the domestic market.

The South-East Marine Region contains the majority of this fishery. The

availability of sqm'd is variable from year to year, dependant on oceanographk

conditions and, over 1995-99, annual catches were 400-2,000 tonnes with a

Landed value of $0.6-$3.1 million. A substantial jig fishery exists in Tasmaman

State waters (Storm Bay).

Mean annual fishing effort data for 1995-99 are presented on 10 kilometre grid.

Grid cells with less than five boats represented are masked to protect

confidentiality.
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Gear

Baited pot or trap and hand collection.

Main species
Southern rock lobster (Josus edwardsif) and eastern rock lobster (Jasus verreauxi).

Management
AIL of the south-eastern States manage their rock lobster fisheries through Limited

entry, restrictions on numbers and types of pots and minimum Legal sizes.

South Australia: Individual transferable quotas. In 1998 there were some 180

commercial boats operating in the southern zone (south-east of Memngie) and

70 in the northern zone.

Victoria: Catch controlled by limiting fishing effort through closed seasons and

Licensing. Moving to individual transferable quotas in 2002.In 2000, there were

some 173 Licensed boats.

Rock lobster (south-eastern States)

• Catch
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Tasmania: Individual transferable quotas, with size limits and seasonal closures to

protect egg production. In 2000, 235 vessels participated in the fishery, catching

the quota allocated to 315 Licences.

New South Wales: A share management fishery with transferable quotas. In 2000,

there were some 177 shareholders in the New South Wales fishery.

Comments
• Rock lobsters are caught on continental shelf reefs to a depth of approximately

200 metres, off most south-east Australian coasts. There is usually a distinction

between inshore fishing by smaller boats to about 25 metres, and offshore

fishing by Larger boats using larger traps.

• Commercial fishing for rock lobster began in the late 1800s, and expanded with

the introduction of lobster pots around 1900.

• The majority of the rock lobster catch is airfreighted Live to Asian markets.

• The South-East Marine Region contains only part of the South Australian and

New South WaLes fisheries. Within the Region the mean annual catch over

1995-2000 was 4,000 tonnes with a landed value of approximately $100 million..

• Data from each States' statistical reporting zones have been re-projected onto

a 10 kilometre grid. Mean annual catch data for 1995-99 (1995-2000 for New

South Wales) are presented. Grid cells with Less than five boats represented

are masked to protect confidentiality.
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Abalone (south-eastern States)
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
Hand collection, usually by a diver using surface supply diving equipment (hookah).

Main species
Blacklip abalone (Haliotis rubra) and greenLip abalone (H. laevigata).

Management
All States have Limited entry to the abalone fishery, along with transferable Licences

and individual transferable quotas. All States also have minimum size Limits as well

as some area restrictions.

South Australia: Managed in three separate zones, with 35 Licence holders.

Victoria: Catch quotas introduced in 1988 for the 71 abalone Licence holders.

Tasmania: Managed in four separate zones. In 2000 there were 125 Licensed divers

able to take abatone.
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New South Wales: At the commencement of the share management plan, in 2000,

there were 37 holders of 100 equal shares.

Comments
• Abalone are collected from rocky reefs, with moderate or greater wave action,

to a depth of 30 metres. Most abalone are collected above a depth 10 metres.

• Commercial exploitation of abalone began in the 1960s and 1970s.

• The majority of the catch is exported either live (airfreighted), canned-cooked or

frozen to Asian markets. AbaLone from south-east Australia comprises in excess

of 35 per cent of the world's wild-caught product.

• The South-East Marine Region contains only part of the South Australian and

New South Wales abalone fisheries. Within the Region the 1999 catch was

4,300 tonnes with a landed value of approximately $150 million.

• Abalone statistical reporting zones are defined as sections of coastline.

These have been extended to encompass waters out to the three nautical

mile State waters boundary. Mean annual fishing effort data for 1995-99

are presented. Zones with Less than five boats represented are masked to

protect confidentiality.
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lap 25 Scallop (south-eastern States, Commonwealth)
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
ScalLop dredge.

Main species
Southern scatlop (Pecten fumatus).

Management
The scaLLop fisheries of Bass Strait are managed in three zones. The central zone is

managed by the Commonwealth and the Victorian and Tasmanian zones are managed

by the respective States and extend generally 20 nautical miles off the coastline.

Victoria: Limited entry, seasonal closures and monthly catch Limits. Up to

94 licensed Victorian boats work in Bass Strait, often fishing in Commonwealth

and Tasmanian waters also.

Tasmania: Limited entry, catch restrictions and area closures. There are 115 licences

but only about 50 to 60 vessels have participated in the fishery in the Last five

years. Vessels often fish in Commonwealth and Victorian waters also.
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Commonwealth: Limited entry, closed areas, a minimum size Limit and rules relating

to discarding. In 2001 there were 154 fishing permits, consolidated on a smaller

number of vessels.

Comments
• Note on mapping: The map does not indicate the area of seabed swept by scaltop

dredging. The shaded cells on the map indicate fishing has occurred in the cell

but not where within the cell that fishing occurred.

• Fisheries are focused on specific areas of scaltop beds in Bass Strait and in semi-

closed waters such as Port PhiLlip Bay (though fishing ceased there in 1997).

• Dredge fishing for scaltops began in Tasmania around 1910 and has been through

a number of large catch fluctuations since. Fishing commenced in Bass Strait in

the early 1970s.

• Scallops are sold to domestic and overseas markets. The main markets are France,

the United States and Hong Kong.

• The South-East Marine Region completely contains these fisheries. Scatlop

catches tend to be variable and have decreased over the last five years from

14,000 tonnes (whole weight) valued at $32.5 million in 1994, to 4,800 tonnes '

valued at $7 million in 1998. There was Little or no catch in 1999.

• Data from each State's statistical reporting zones have been re-projected onto a

10 kilometre grid. Mean annual catch data for 1995-98 are presented. Catches are

expressed m whole weight as opposed to meat weight. Grid cells with less

than five boats represented are masked to protect confidentiality.

1995 1998 1999
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Gear
Baited traps.

Main species
Giant crab (Pseudocarcinus gigas).

Management
Tasmania: The fishery was put under individual transferable catch quota management

in November 1999, retaining size Limits and seasonal closures to protect egg

production. There are 98 Licences to take giant crab, however 85 per cent of the

catch is taken by less than 10 vessels (1998).

Victoria: Managed through the rock Lobster fishery. Catch controlled by Limiting

fishing effort through closed seasons and licensing. Moving to individual transferable

quotas in 2002.
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It should be noted that rock lobster fishers in South Australia and New South Wales

also take significant quantities of giant crab. It is also taken as an incidental catch

of deep-water bottom trawling.

Comments
• Giant crabs occur from shallow coastal waters to depths in excess of 400 metres.

Most fishing occurs between 300-400 metres on the upper part of the continental

slope.

• The fishery began through incidental catches m lobster pots and bottom trawl

nets. During the 1990s a directed trap fishery developed.

• Most of the giant crab catch is exported to South-East Asian markets, where it

is a gourmet restaurant item.

• The South-East Marine Region contains only part of these fisheries. Between

1995-99, catches from Victoria and Tasmania feLL from 280 tonnes to 45 tonnes,

with landed value peaking in 1997 at $4 million.

• Data from Tasmania and Victoria have been re-projected onto a 10 kilometre grid.

Mean annual catch data for 1995-99 are presented. Grid cells with less than five"

boats represented are masked to protect confidentiality.
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Combined fisheries information
The following pages contain six separate maps of catch and Landed value for alt

Commonwealth fisheries, all State fisheries and finally all fisheries combined.

These are derived by a summation of statistics across the appropriate fisheries

(see methods in Appendices).

The seabed is divided into a number of realms according to its depth and topography.

The continental shelf extends from the shoreline to a depth of approximately

200 metres. From this point the seabed steepens and falls away rapidly in an area

called the continental slope, extending from 200 metres to approximately 3,000 metres.

The continental slope grades into the continental rise, an area of sediment

accumulation, and then onto the abyssaL plane at a depth of some 5,000 metres.

Fishing associated with the seabed is restricted to the continental shelf and the

upper part of the continental slope.

There are two fairly distinct zones of production and wealth generation evident from

the mapping. First, the coastal shallows of the continental shelf extending to a depth

of approximately 50 metres. This coastal zone is largely managed by State governments

and includes the high value abalone and rock Lobster fisheries. The second is at the

edge of the continental shelf and the upper continental slope, from 200 metres to

500 metres depth. The continental margin zone is managed by the Commonwealth and

comprises high volume fisheries including trawl and Danish seine.

PeLagic longlining, managed by the Commonwealth, is the only fishing method

employed in the very deep waters of the open ocean, targeting near-surface tuna

and biltfish.

Concentrated fishing areas are partly the result of the distribution of the target species

and all the conditions that influence this, and partly the accessibility of the fish to a

particular fishing method. At a broad scale, high catches in the coastal zone result

from the high productivity associated with terrestrial run-off and a shallow seabed

reached by sunlight. In addition, the coastal zone is highly accessible to fishing

because of shallow water and short distances. The continental margin zone

has relatively high productivity due to the upwelh'ng of nutrient rich, deeper waters.

This zone is Less accessible, but yields high catches. Overall however, Australia's oceans

have relatively low productivity, on a world scale, in terms of total tonnage.

At a finer scale, certain features such as rocky reefs, canyons, high currents and

seamounts tend to attract quantities of particular fish species that are then targeted

by fishers. Obvious examples of this are rock lobster (Jasus spp.) on rocky reefs,

orange roughy (Hoplostethus atianticus) on seamounts and blue eye trevaLLa

{Hyperoglyphe antarctica) in upper slope canyons.

The distribution of fish, and therefore fishing effort, tends to be variable over seasons

and years, dependent on environmental conditions. Scientists, as yet, have a poor

understanding of the association between these conditions and the distribution

and movement patterns of most fish.

In 1999, the total catch for the region was estimated at 46,000 tonnes, with

12,000 tonnes derived from State fisheries and 34,000 tonnes derived from

Commonwealth fisheries. A downward trend in State catches over the 1995-99 period

is partly attributed to declining scallop fisheries. However the same period does not

see a corresponding fall in the value of State product, indicating a rise in the per

kiLogram price, particularly in 1998 and 1999. The total landed value for the Region •

was estimated at $325 million, with $253 million from State fisheries and

$71 million from Commonwealth fisheries.
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All State fisheries catch
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All State fisheries landed value
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All Commonwealth fisheries catch
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All Commonwealth fisheries landed value
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All fisheries landed catch
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ip 33 Recreational fishing
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RECREATIONAL FISHING

Gear

Very diverse, including hook and line, hand operated nets, spear, lobster pots and

fish traps.

Management
Management responsibility for recreational fisheries rests with the States and

Territories. Management is through a combination of size limits, bag Limits (numbers

or weight of fish), closed areas/seasons and restrictions on fishing gear. Victoria and

New South WaLes also require anglers to purchase a recreational fishing licence.

Comments

• Recreational fishing is one of Australia's most popular outdoor activities, with

an estimated 50 million person days fished per year. It thus attracts the highest

participation level of a- y outdoor recreational activity with associated economic,

employment, social and h'festyle benefits.

• The bulk of recreational fishing occurs near the coast and in bays and estuaries.

• 25-35 per cent of the population fish at Least once a year, however the bulk of

the catch is taken by relatively few anglers

• There is no national estimate of recreational fishing catch. Catches are very

diverse, in terms of species, however the bulk of the take comprises just a few

species. The recreational catch of these species can be very substantial.

A national survey of recreational fishing is due for completion in early 2002 that

will provide a valuable, national, information base.
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TOWN RESOURCE CLUSTER ANALYSIS
The following pages provide results of the town resource cluster (TRC) analysis undertaken

for the South-East Trawl fishing industry in the South-East Marine Region.

This analysis was undertaken by Dr Mark Fenton of Environment and Behaviour Consulting,

who developed the methodology for TRC analysis. Please refer to the Appendix for a full '
description of TRC analysis methodology.

This component of the Atlas consists of the textual description followed by a series of maps

depicting the separate TRCs for the South-East Trawl, the location of homeports and resource
catchments, and employee towns of residence.



Analysis - South-East Trawl Fishery
Town Resource Cluster (TRC) anaLysisis a framework developed for undertaking social

assessment research withm a natural resource management and planning context.

The main purpose of TRC analysis is to identify the relationships between social

systems and natural resource systems.

One of the primary objectives of TRC analysis is to identify meaningful geographic

units for social and resourc" systems. This requires defining geographically distinct

social units, which are referred to as 'Town Resource Clusters' or TRCs, and

associated areas of natural resource. Areas of natural resource are usually defined m

terms of primary and secondary resource catchments, representing different levels of

use amongst resource users within a TRC. Having defined the geography and

relationship between social and resource systems, -it is possible to identify the

location and type of social changes that are occurring as a consequence of

alterations in resource systems .

Including TRC analysis in the current study provides a Link between ocean resource

use (in this case the South-East TrawL Fishery) and coastal communities m the

South-East Marine Region. The analysis is presented as a series of 11 maps, each

being a distinct regional TRC analysis of resource use, the location of homeports,

social interaction, and economic expenditure patterns amongst businesses in the

South-East TrawL industry.

The information is based on data collected through a survey of active licensed trawl

businesses within the South-East Marine Region. Of the 69 active trawL businesses,

some of which would hold muLtipLe Licences, 52 (or 75 per cent) participated m

the survey.

Map 34 shows the number of trawl businesses Located in specific homeports, and the

primary and secondary resource catchments for all surveyed trawL businesses in the

South-East Marine Region. The business owner or manager identified the homeport of

1. Further descriptions of the TRC framework and methodology as applied to fisheries and other
natural resource management contexts can be found m: Fenton, D.M. & Marshall, N. (in press).

Social assessment of the commercial fishing industry in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park:

The application of TRC analysis in identifying primary and secondary resource catchments.

Proceedings of the 9th International Coral Reef Symposium, Bali, 2001 (in press).

the business. Homeports with the greatest number of trawl businesses were Lakes

Entrance (19), Eden (11) and UlLaduUa (8). The resource catchments are based on

longitude and latitude references provided by owners or managers oftrawL businesses

for the areas in which they trawl fished in the 12 months prior to the survey.

As shown in Map 34, a primary resource catchment, representing the Location where

the majority of trawl businesses (11-22) fished within the Last year, is Located from

south of Lakes Entrance in Victoria to the north of Bermagui in New South WaLes,

and withm approximately 100 kilometres of the coast.

Secondary resource catchments, consisting of areas fished by five to 10 trawl

businesses within the Last year, were identified in three areas. The first extends from

Greenwell Point in New South Wales to Wilsons Promontory in Victoria and south to

areas east of Hobart. The second is located to the immediate east and south of

Hobart. The third extends from Beachport in South Australia to Portarlington in

Victoria and south along the west coast of Tasmania.

Map 35 shows the town of residence of employees, and includes owners and

managers of trawl businesses. Within each town the number of equivalent employees

is provided, measured in full time equivalents with part-time and casual employees .

regarded as half or full time. A business may undertake fishing activities in addition

to trawl fishing, but no attempt has been made to allocate employment to the trawl

component of the business. The number of employees shown is that for all

businesses engaged in trawl fishing activities in the 12 months prior to the survey.

Lakes Entrance and Devonport have the highest number of resident employees of

businesses engaged in trawl fishing. Lakes Entrance has 19 trawl businesses, but by

contrast, only one trawl business is Located in Devonport (as shown in Map 34).

Maps 36 to 44 show the Location of nine Town Resource Clusters (TRCs) and their

associated resource catchments. The TRCs are based on the town which is the

homeport of businesses, is the source of significant business and employee

expenditure and, at the same time, is the primary residential Location of employees

for businesses from the homeport.
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In the case of the UlladuLLa, Eden, Lakes Entrance and Beachport TRCs, there are

often several towns in close proximity to the homeport which provide additional

services to businesses and employees and may also be the residential location of

several employees of these businesses.

Furthermore, white the TRCs are for the most part independent, with expenditure

patterns, service use and residential Location of employees occurring within the

TRC, there are occasionally linkages between TRCs and other major towns and

urban centres.

For instance, while a significant proportion of business and employee expenditure

in the Hobart TRC occurs within the town of Hobart, there is some business

expenditure to Port Lincoln in South Australia and some casual employees are

resident in Launceston.

Similarly, although the majority of business and employee expenditure trawl

businesses in New South WaLes is located within the seven TRCs found in New South

Wales, there is some interdependency between several of the TRCs. In particular,

this occurs with the rural centre of Bega, which is Located inland between Bermagui

and Eden.

For the nine TRCs in the Region, there is a clear relationship between the homeport

of trawl businesses within the TRC and the use of marine resources that are either

adjacent to the TRC or in close proximity to the TRC. The geographically close

relationship between resource use and TRCs suggests changes in resource use in

these areas are likely to impact on adjacent coastal communities. Conversely,

changes in trawt businesses and their operations are likely to impact on marine

areas in close proximity to the homeports of these businesses.
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SOCIAL CONTEXT OF
THE SOUTH-EAST MARINE REGION
This part of the Atlas explores a number of social indicators and the interaction

between the social and economic aspects of the fisheries resource.

The detailed analysis is presented in three themes under which a series of

indicators are explored:

1 Population and demography,

2 Family income, income support and education, and

3 Labour force and employment.

.'•'I .l'-l -



Summary of social indicators
The following is a summary of the major points from the analysis of social indicators,

which highlights areas of potential community sensitivity to change in the South-

East Region.

• Populations of port towns are mostly small, with less than 5,000 people and in

the majority of cases are located away from major metropolitan centres.

• Regionally, the indigenous population comprises less than three per cent of the

total population, with the highest concentration of indigenous people Located on

FLinders Island.

• Between 1991 and 1996 the South-East Marine Region's population growth was

0.5 per cent, being less than the Australian average of 1.2 per cent over the same

period. Many of the towns, both port and non-port, exhibit population growth trends

^posite to the SLAs in which they reside, that is that towns increased while the

surrounding SLA decreased, or the opposite occurred.

• The total dependency ratio (number of dependent children and elderly people

relative to the number of working age people) for the South-East Marine Region is

55.6 per cent, 4.7 per cent higher than the national average. The dependency ratio

for both children and the elderly is relatively similar.

• The median age of the population for the Region (35.5 years) is only slightly higher

than the national average of 34 years, however the Region is ageing faster than the

national average. Compared to the Australian average of only two years, the Region's

median age increased by between six to 11 years between 1991 and 1996.

• With regard to the sex ratio, the South-East Marine Region has a much higher ratio

of men to women (between 100 and 109 men per 100 women) compared with the

national average of 97 men per 100 women.

• Eastern Tasmania, eastern Victoria and South Australia have median weekly

household incomes lower than national non-metropolitan Levels. Higher median

incomes were clustered around the metropolitan centres of Melbourne and Hobart.

Median weekly household incomes in both port and non-port towns were generally

consistent with those of the SLA within which they resided, with only some

exceptions. In these cases town median incomes were always below that of the SLA.

In respect of government pension recipients, a significantly higher percentage of the

South-East Marine Region's population receives pensions (54 per cent) compared with

the national non-metropolitan average of 38.8 per cent. Recipients were clearly

concentrated in the eastern portion of the Region, for both the mainland and Tasmania.

Overall, the South-East Marine Region falls below the Australian standard in terms of

relative disadvantage (i.e. it is disadvantaged in relation to the Australian average).

Western Victoria was the one exception being up to 50 points above the Australian

average.

With regard to educational qualifications Tasmania had the highest percentage of its

population leaving school by the age of sixteen years, and a consistently lower

percentage completing higher educational (or tertiary) qualifications, except in the

metropolitan centres of Hobart and Launceston. South Australia had the lowest

percentage of its population achieving vocational education. Areas to the east and

west of Victorian metropolitan SLAs had a higher proportion of the population aged

15 and over with vocational education a Lower proportion with higher educational

qualifications compared with the Region overall.

Labour force participation rates were consistently lower in the eastern portion of

the Region, compared with the Region overall (which is slightly lower than the

national average participation rate). The areas of highest employment within the

commercial fishing sector, with levels of six to nine per cent, were in south-eastern

Tasmania, Flinders and King Islands and the SLA of Robe in South Australia. In 11 of

the 17 port towns six per cent or greater of the labour force was employed in the

commercial fishing sector.

Higher rates of unemployment were present in the eastern section of the Region.

The regional average of 10.6 per cent was slightly higher than the national

non-metropolitan average (10.4 per cent) and national average (9.2 per cent).

Youth unemployment was highest in north-eastern Tasmania. Few port towns in

the South-East Marine Region exhibited the higher Levels of youth unemployment.

The 1999 unemployment rates indicate decreases between 1996 and 1999 in

unemployment throughout the Region. Areas of increased unemployment were

restricted to northern Tasmania and the SLA of YankalUta in South Australia.
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Reading the maps
The social component of this Atlas contains maps illustrating a wide range of

demographic, social and economic features that characterise the coastal population

of the South-East Marine Region.

The data compiled for the Atlas is based largely on the 1996 Census of Population

and Housing as this is the most recent, comprehensive social and demographic data

available. This Atlas illustrates recent key developments by comparing 1991 with

1996 data and 1999 where available.

The spatial unit of analysis for all the maps is Statistical Local Areas (SLAs) and, where

data is available. Urban Centre Localities (UCLs) with populations in 1996 of more than

2,500. Where a UCL is also a seaport, it is separately identified with a square. 'Coastal'

in the context of this analysis refers to those communities that fall into those SLAs

bordering the coastline and includes the metropolitan SLAs of Melbourne and Hobart

where this metropolitan data is avaitabte.

Each map is accompanied by a brief commentary highlighting the key features.

To place this information in context, the commentary accompanying each map

contrasts values for the South-East Marine Region with national, metropolitan and

non-metropolitan averages.

Map topics
Three categories were chosen to create a profile of key social features of the coastal

communities in the Region. These were:

1 Population and demography;

2 Family income, income support and education; and

3 Labour force and employment.

The selection of the themes has been guided principally by the objectives of the client

and stakeholders, but the focus on particular features and the exclusion of others has

been dictated by data availability. For example, despite the desire to include tourism

data in the employment category, at this time suitably aggregated data is unavailable.

Data sources
Australian Census information was made available by the Australian Bureau of

Statistics. The data for 1996 represents the most recent information available and is

complemented by 1991 Census data for the purpose of trend analysis. Employment data

from 1999 was sourced from the Department of Employment, Workplace Relations and

Small Business. Social services data obtained from Monash University's Centre for

Population and Urban Research, enabled the calculation of income support

information.

Page layout
Where appropriate, information is provided on two levels: a snapshot picture

iLLustrating the most recent situation (1996 in the majority of cases), and a change

scenario describing developments between 1991 and 1996 and, where available, 1999.

While four to five years is a short time period over which to record many changes,

particularly those of a demographic nature, it nevertheless provides some useful

insights into recent developments. Whenever more than one year of data is presented,

the 1996 data will always be presented first, followed by the corresponding change

map to facilitate easy comparison.

Colour scheme
The darkest colours signify both extremes - the lowest or highest values, or the

biggest decline or increase respectively. Grey is used to delineate those areas for

which no, or insufficient, data is available.

To maximise the user-friendliness of the social component of the Atlas, a

consistent colour code has been applied throughout. Shades of yellow and

ochre indicate low to medium values; browns indicate high to higher

(highest) values; and blues represent the negative values. The number of

colours used depends upon the number of categories. Where there are

three categories, only the first three colours of the palette have been

used; when the number of categories requires it, colours are added.



Data representation
Key socio-demographk and socio-economic data and information is presented in

various ways. At the most basic level, the emphasis has been on mapping absolute

variables. For example, in the case of total population, the map presents various

categories, each representing a different range of population for each SLA. By contrast,

other maps present important information in relation to a specific standard; for

example, the map depicting the degree of socio-economic disadvantage, in which the

value for each SLA is referenced to the Australian standardised index. Alternatively,

indicators have been mapped in absolute values, which have then been interpreted in

the commentary in relation to Australian non-metropolitan, metropolitan and South-

East Marine Region averages. Change has been represented in either absolute values or

percentages, that is, as a proportional increase or decrease. Where South-East Marine

Region averages are used, these have been calculated incorporating both metropoh'tan

and non metropolitan SLAs that fringe the coast in the defined area of south-

east Australia.

Locational maps (Maps 45-43)
Map 45-48 are designed to familiarise the reader with the towns and boundaries of the

Region in each of the States. Included on these maps are the major (or national) highways

in, or close to, the coastal area under analysis. These are included to provide information

on accessibility to these coastal areas by the most common means of transport - roads.

One of the objectives of this Atlas is to establish Links between coastal communities and

the deep-water marine resource. Hence, port towns have been specifically identified using

the symbol of a square, referring to a SET, or South-East Trawl Fisheries ports only.

The SLA names are located either on the SLA or to one side with a connecting bar.

These names are often referred to in the text for ease of LocationaL reference. The towns

for each state are also listed in full on these maps with the population for each Urban

Centre Locality as of 1996.

The SLAs of these towns, and those surrounding them, are the source of baseline

social data.
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Urban Centre
6. Portland 9664
7. Port Fairy 2625
8. Warrnambool 26052
9. Apollo Bay 979
10. Torquay 5984
11. Ocean Grove - Barwon Heads 11272
12. Queensdiff 3832
13. Clifton Springs 6651
14. Leopold 5491
15. Geelong 125382
16. Lara 7338

17. Melbourne 2865329
18. Somerville 7028
19. Hastings 5906
20. Crib Point 6198
21. Cowes 3060
22. San Remo 634
23. Wonthaggi 5887
24. Leongatha 4144
25. Port Welshpool 229
26. Bairnsdale 10890
27. Paynesville 2661
28. Lakes Entrance 5248
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SLAs New South Wales
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POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHY

Map 49 depicts population distribution across all coastal SLAs in the South-East

Marine Region of Australia, expressed as number of people.

Key features are:

• Areas of highest population are, or are Located around, the major metropolitan

centres (Melbourne and Hobart). Exceptions to this pattern are the SLAs

containing Geelong and WarrnambooL in Victoria, and Devonport and Launceston

in Tasmania.

• South Australia has the lowest population Levels of all the States represented

in the Region, with the majority of its SLAs having populations of less than

5,000 people.

• The largest South-East TrawL (SET) port towns (with populations of greater than

30,000) are Melbourne, GeeLong and Hobart.

• Most SET port towns are small. Of the 17 port towns, 11 are Located away from

major metropolitan centres and have total populations of less than 5,000 people.
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Map 50 provides an overview of the indigenous population in the South-East Marine

Region. Nationally, indigenous people represent two per cent of the population.

At Less than three per cent, the percentage in the South-East Marine Region is

only marginally higher. This slightly higher regional Level may in part be due to

the higher proportions of indigenous people in Tasmania.

The main findings are:

• The population of Flinders Island has the greatest proportion of indigenous

people (10 per cent or more).

• The next highest concentrations of indigenous people are in the SLAs of Meningie

in South Australia and Latrobe (Part B) in Tasmania, (six to nine per cent).

POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHY

In terms of towns, Tasmania has the highest representation of indigenous

people with Triabunna, Bridgewater-Gadgebrook, Smithton, Wynyard, and

Penguin alt having between six and nine per cent of their populations being

indigenous people.

In metropolitan and surrounding areas of Melbourne, all SLAs and towns

(with the exception of Hastings) have less than one per cent of the population

indigenous.
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POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHY

Population growth is calculated as the annual growth during the census period, and

is measured as the sum of births, deaths, overseas and interstate migration, divided

by the number of years (five).

Between 1991 and 1996, Australia's population increased at a rate of 1.2 per cent

per year. Metropolitan growth stood at 1.2 per cent, while non-metropoh'tan

populations increased by 1.1 per cent per year. Across the South-East Marine Region

the growth rate was 0.5 per cent, well below the metropolitan and non-metropolitan

averages for Australia.

The main features are:

• Most areas in the South-East Marine Region with increases in population are

Located around major metropolitan centres, reflecting national patterns. There are

additional pockets of population growth in areas close to large regional centres

(e.g. Bairnsdale, Portland and Devonport).

Population growth figures for western Victoria and South Australia are mixed,

with no clear patterns emerging. For example, in South Australia, areas of growth

are adjacent to areas of decline.

Population growth in Tasmania is restricted to the north-east and south of the

State, with populations declining in the west and mid-north. However, many

towns in those SLAs where growth had previously been stable or in decline

(prior to 1991) have experienced recent growth, reflecting national trends of

population movement from outlying areas into towns. By contrast, a pattern of

urban centre decline within growing SLAs is demonstrated in the towns of Sorell,

Kingston and Longford.

The Bega Valley SLA in New South Wales experienced moderate population

growth during the early 1990s, reflected in growth in the town of Eden.

However, the populations of other towns in the SLA either declined or

remained unchanged.
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POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHY

The dependency ratio measures the proportion of the population that is economically

dependent, for every 100 people of working age. Australia has a total dependency

ratio of 50.9 per cent, meaning that there are 50.9 children and elderly people

for each 100 people of working age. Corresponding figures for metropolitan and

non-metropotitan areas are 47.8 per cent and 56.4 per cent respectively, indicating

a higher proportion of children and elderly people relative to the working age

population in non-metropolitan areas.

The South-East Marine Region's dependency ratio of 55.6 per cent is well above

the national average of 50.9 per cent.

The main features are:

• Higher dependency Levels exist on the mainland than in Tasmania. Mainland SLAs

have ratios of 55 per cent or greater compared with Tasmania, where the

majority of SLAs and towns have 54 per cent or Lower.
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21 of the 32 towns on the mainland have ratios of 60 per cent or greater,

while only six of 20 towns in Tasmania exhibit such high ratios.

While overall, Tasmania displays lower levels of dependency, the north-east

corner of the State, the towns of the north, and the port town of St Helen's,

all display a high total dependency ratio of 60 per cent or greater.

Six of the 11 port towns on the mainland have dependency ratios of

60 per cent or greater, while in Tasmania only one of its six port towns

displays the same ratio, indicating higher dependency ratios in port towns

on the mainland.
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Region, SEMR low being the lowest recorded
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POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHY

The dependency ratio measures the proportion of the population that is economically

dependent, for every 100 people of working age. Australia has a total dependency

ratio of 50.9 per cent, meaning that there are 50.9 children and elderly people

for each 100 people of working age. Corresponding figures for metropolitan and

non-metropolitan areas are 47.8 per cent and 56.4 per cent respectively, indicating

a higher proportion of children and elderly people relative to the working age

population in non-metropolitan areas.

The South-East Marine Region's dependency ratio of 55.6 per cent is well above

the national average of 50.9 per cent.

The main features are:

• Higher dependency Levels exist on the mainland than in Tasmania. Mainland SLAs

have ratios of 55 per cent or greater compared with Tasmania, where the

majority of SLAs and towns have 54 per cent or Lower.
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21 of the 32 towns on the mainland have ratios of 60 per cent or greater,

while only six of 20 towns in Tasmania exhibit such high ratios.

While overall, Tasmania displays tower Levels of dependency, the north-east

corner of the State, the towns of the north, and the port town of St Helen's,

all display a high total dependency ratio of 60 per cent or greater.

Six of the 11 port towns on the mainland have dependency ratios of

60 per cent or greater, white in Tasmania only one of its six port towns

displays the same ratio, indicating higher dependency ratios in port towns

on the mainland.
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POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHY

The child dependency ratio measures the number of children under 15 years of

age for every 100 people of working age. In 1996, this ratio was 32.6 per cent

nationally, with non-metropoLitan and metropolitan ratios of 36 per cent and

30.7 per cent respectively. For the South-East Marine Region, the average child

dependency ratio for both metropolitan and non-metropotitan SLAs is 34.9 per cent.

This is above the national average, but lies between the metropolitan and

non-metropolitan averages.

The main features are:

• The SLAs of Melbourne, Hobart and surrounds demonstrated dependency ratios

of 34 per cent or lower, while the remainder of the Region was 35 per cent or

above. Given the Large populations in these metropolitan SLAs, the regional

average is lower than that in the majority of Region's SLAs.

• Of the 17 port towns, 11 show child dependency ratios of 34 per cent or less.

This indicates that port towns tend to have Lower ratios and, therefore, older

populations than the regional averages.
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POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHY

The elderly dependency ratio measures the number of people aged 65 years and

over for every 100 people of working age. In 1996 the national average was

18.3 per cent, with non-metropolitan areas (20.4 per cent) displaying a slightly

higher elderly dependency ratio than metropolitan areas (17.1 per cent).

In comparison, the South-East Marine Region average of 20.7 per cent is higher

than both the Australian and national non-metropolitan elderly dependency ratios.

Higher elderly dependency ratios could be an indicator of the high number of

retirees migrating to the Region.

The main features are:

• Western Tasmania has the lowest elderly dependency ratio in the Region and

much lower than the national average (less than 10 per cent).

• The Mornington Peninsula and PhiLlip Island (Victoria) and the SLAs of Victor

Harbor and Port Elliot and Goolwa in South Australia, alt display particularly high
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elderly dependency ratios (greater than 35 per cent), reflecting the national

trend of elderly people retiring to coastal areas close to regional or

metropolitan centres.

The SLAs of Gippsland and Bega Valley, and those on the outer fringes of

metropolitan Melbourne also have relatively high elderly dependency ratios of

between 25 per cent and 34 per cent.

Launceston and the towns located around Melbourne and Hobart reflected the

same pattern as for the child dependency ratio; that is, the population is older

away from metropolitan centres, with towns immediately around metropolitan

centres displaying the Lowest elderly dependency ratio.

Of all 17 port towns in the Region, 11 feature higher elderly dependency ratios

than their surrounding SLA. In Tasmania, with the exception of Triabunna, all

port towns have higher elderly dependency ratios than their surrounding SLAs.
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POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHY

The median age of Australia's population in 1996 was 34 years. That is, 50 per cent

of Australia's population were younger than 34 and 50 per cent were older -

a feature reflected in both non-metropolitan (34) and metropolitan (33) areas.

The median age for the South-East Marine Region was 35.5, slightly higher than

the national median age.

The main features are:

• The coastal SLAs on the mainland (east of Melbourne) and Tasmania (east of

Launceston/Hobart) display uniform patterns, with median ages greater than the

national median, that is 35 or older. This pattern is repeated in towns within

these SLAs, with the exception of only four (of 15) on the mainland and three

(of five) in Tasmania.

As with the dependency ratio, the mainland median age is higher than that

of Tasmania's.

In Tasmania four of the six port towns, but only one of the 14 non port towns,

exhibit a median age higher than the national median.

No such contrast emerges on the mainland, where the majority of both port

towns (seven out of 11) and non-port towns (13 out of 21) exhibit median ages

higher than the national median age.
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POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHY

Between 1991 and 1996, the median age of Australia's population increased by

two years. Most non-metropolitan areas aged slightly faster (2 years) than the

population of Australia's major cities (1 year).

• Compared with these national trends, the coastal areas of the South-East

Marine Region have aged notably in the early 1990s, in most cases between

six and 11 years.

• Exceptional increases in age (i.e. 12 years or more) have occurred in the

Brighton, Derwent Valley - Pt A and George Town - Pt A SLAs, Tasmania; in the

East GippsLand/Orbost, WelLington-Rosedale, Hobsons Bay-Altona, Wyndham-BaL,

Greater GeeLong, Moyne South SLAs, Victoria; and the SLA of Lacepede in South

Australia. This is more Likely attributable to migration of retirees into these

areas, increased movement out of these areas of younger people, or a

combination of both, than to natural ageing of the population.

• Only FLinders Island, French Island, Port ELLiot and Goolwa's SLAs, with increases

of between zero and two years, accorded with the Australian rate of change in

median age.

• It is interesting to note that the majority of port towns reflected the national

trend with increases of zero to two years. Only one port town showed a decline

in median age - Apollo Bay - while the remainder (five out of 17) showed

increases up to a maximum of five years.
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POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHY

The population sex ratio is defined as the number of mates per 100 females in the

population. As of 1996 Australia had an overall population sex ratio of 97.9.

White this ratio points to a greater proportion of females than males in the total

population, the reverse is true for non-metropotitan Australia, where there are

100.7 males for every 100 females.

The main features are:

• In the South-East Marine Region the sex ratio is generally higher than the

Australian average, with the majority of SLAs falling in the category of

100-109 males per 100 females, or higher.

• Areas of higher sex ratios are Located to the east and west of the Tamar River

mouth and m western Tasmania; Flinders and King Islands in Bass Strait; Geelong

in Victoria; and the southern coast of South Australia. In these areas the ratio is

between 110 and 130 (or greater) men per 100 women. The significant presence

of mining, fishing, shipping and heavy industry in these areas could explain the

high ratio of men in this population.

• While the Region as a whole has a higher population sex ratio than the national

average, the majority of port towns and urban centre have ratios in line with the

national average.
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POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHY

Map 58 describes the extent of net migration across the South-East Marine Region

between 1991 and 1996. Net migration is defined as the difference between the

number of people moving into a particular area between the 1991 and 1996

Censuses, and the number of people moving out. It is expressed here as a

proportion of the 1991 resident population of a particular area.

The main features are:

• Overall, the patterns of net migrations are indistinct, with varying net population

gains and losses of up to 10 per cent across the Region. Two areas that stand

out are western Tasmania and the SLA of Mi'Llicent in South Australia, both

having experienced substantial net population declines of 10 per cent or greater.

It is noteworthy that the SLAs that have experienced population increases

through net migration of up to 10 per cent bound the SLA of MilLicent on each

side. This could be partially explained by the low population densities of these

areas so that the movements of only a small number of people from MHlicent

to neighbouring SLAs would have a great percentage impact on the net

migration figure.

• The areas exhibiting the highest population growth from net migration gains

(10-20 per cent) are on the Fleurieu Peninsula (South Australia), containing the

towns of Victor Harbor and GooLwa; Frenchs Island and PhilLip Island (Victoria);

and the SLAs of Sorell - Pt A, Latrobe - Pt B and Meander Valley (Tasmania).

• It is notable that the areas of net migration increase are close to either

metropolitan centres (Melbourne, Hobart, Adelaide and Launceston) or rural

centres (Bairnsdale, Port Fairy and Warrnambool). This could be explained by

the increasing incidence of people moving off the land or away from small rural

towns and into Local rural centres (as in the case of rural/regionaL migration) or

out of dense inner city accommodation to cheaper accommodation on the fringes

of major metropolitan centres (as in the case of peri urban migration).

In terms of the net migration of youth, there was a general movement of 15 to

24 year olds out of the regional areas to metropolitan centres. This was a

universal pattern across the South-East Marine Region, with the exception of the

metropolitan centres and the towns of Victor Harbor (South Australia) and

Warrnambool (Victoria), and the SLAs of Surf Coast East and South Barwon Inner

(Victoria) and Latrobe - Pt B and Launceston-Inner (Tasmania). These towns and

SLAs had increases of up to 25 per cent. Many young adults depart areas such as

these after Leaving school to access post secondary school education or seek

work outside the agricultural, pastoral or mining sectors. Even in those areas

where there has been an overall net migration gain, there is often a net Loss

of young people.
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FAMILY INCOME, INCOME SUPPORT AND EDUCATION

The median taxable household income m Australia for the year 1996-97 was $31,374

(or $603 per week), while the non-metropolitan median income was lower at

$28,539 (or $548 per week).

The main points are:

• Higher household incomes can be found in the SLAs between Melbourne and

GeeLong and in Casey South to the east of Melbourne.

• Median (or mid-point) household incomes in the SLAs of eastern Tasmania,

eastern Victoria and most of the South Australian SLAs were lower than the

national non-metropolitan median incomes, at between $300 and $499 per week.

A concentration of higher median weekly incomes was found in towns clustered

around the metropolitan centres of Melbourne and Hobart, where median incomes

range up to $999 per week.

Nine out of the 32 urban centres on the mainland have household incomes below

non-metropolitan medians, with incomes in the range of $300 to $499 per week.

Of these, five are port towns, representing just under half the port towns on the

mainland in the Region. By contrast, only one port town (St Helens) in Tasmania

had income levels below the non-metropolitan median household income.

>' :'
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FAMILY INCOME, INCOME SUPPORT AND EDUCATION

The pensions and allowances included in this indicator are: Job Search; New Start;

other Labour market allowances; aged; disability; sole parenting and other pensions;

and Department of Veterans Affairs and parenting allowances. In order to avoid

double counting of people receiving more than one allowance, individuals are only

included in the category from which the majority of their income is derived.

In 1996, one in three Australians (35 per cent) over 25 years of age, received

some sort of Government pension or allowance. The non-metropolitan average was

slightly higher (38.8 per cent) while the average for the South-East Marine Region

was considerably higher at 54 per cent.

Note: Data availability limited this analysis to members of the population

over the age of 25 years.

Noteworthy features are:

• An interesting geographic split of the Region emerges from the data. Drawing a

Line from metropolitan Melbourne south to Tasmania, areas to the east show a

much higher dependency on government pensions or allowances.

• With the exception of two SLAs in South Australia, the western part of the region

has dependency rates much lower than either the Regional or, in some cases, the

national average.
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Map 61 illustrates considerable variation across the South-East Marine Region in

terms of the number of people who left school at 16 years of age. The Australian

average of 19.7 per cent, compares with the average for the Region of

23.4 per cent indicating a significantly higher proportion of 16-year-oLds Leaving

school in the Region.

• Overall, Tasmania has the highest proportion of residents who left school

at the age of 16 years, with this pattern holding across alt its SLAs and towns.

• Victorian SLAs have the smallest proportion of the population leaving school

at the age of 16 (15 per cent - 21 per cent).

• The majority of towns in Victoria mirrored the State SLA averages. The only

exceptions are three towns in the outer urban areas of Melbourne (Crib Point,

Somerville and Clifton Springs) where the percentage reflects the regional

average of between 22 and 24 per cent.
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FAMILY INCOME, INCOME SUPPORT AND EDUCATION

• Two SLAs in South Australia (Robe and Beachport) are exceptions to the

mainland patterns, where rates of departure from school at age 16 are

considerably higher (32 per cent).

The above average rates of sixteen-year old school leavers in Tasmania, along with

slightly higher averages in New South WaLes and South Australia would be a major

contributor to the Region's poor performance against the Australian average.
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FAMILY INCOME, INCOME SUPPORT AND EDUCATION

Map 62 shows the proportion of people with vocational educational qualifications

(15 years or older) in the South-East Marine Region, who are skilled in a trade or

have basic vocational training (defined as up to two years of TAFE college vocational

education). Patterns across the Region were relatively uniform with few exceptions.

The main features are:

• The highest concentration of people with vocational educational qualifications

are found m the Victorian SLAs of Morm'ngton Peninsula East and Casey-South.

• South Australian coastal SLAs, on the other hand, show the lowest proportion of

residents with this Level of education.

• Looking at towns, the proportion of urban residents with vocational educational

backgrounds varies between 10 and 15 per cent. There is no significant difference

between port and non-port towns in Levels of vocational training.

• The highest proportions of residents with vocational education qualifications are

found in the greater Geelong and Mornington Peninsula areas of Victoria.
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lap 63 Population with higher educational qualifications (1996)
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FAMILY INCOME, INCOME SUPPORT AND EDUCATION

Map 63 illustrates the percentage of the population 15 years or older with higher

educational qualifications. This category encompasses four ABS defined educational

Levels; Higher Degree, Post-graduate DipLoma, Bachelor Degree and Associate

Diplomas.

The key features are:

• The highest levels of tertiary education are found in the SLAs to the west of

Melbourne in Victoria and along the Tamar River from George Town to Launceston

and south of Hobart in Tasmania. The towns of Port Fairy, Ocean Grove, Torquay

and Queensdiff in Victoria, and Kingston in Tasmania are the only non-

metropolitan towns to display higher educational Levels of 16 per cent or greater.

Tasmania has the lowest overall proportion of its population with higher

educational qualifications. Aside from the regions around Hobart and the Tamar,

the percentage of the population with higher degrees is 10 per cent or less.

With regard to port towns, eight out of the 17 in the Region have Levels of

15 per cent or less, while only two (Hobart and Melbourne) have levels of

16-20 per cent, being the highest percentage displayed by any port town.
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Map 64 shows the distribution of relative socio-economic disadvantage across the

South-East Marine Region. Developed by the Australian Bureau of Statistics, SEIFA

is a composite of several Census variables. Areas with the "greatest relative

disadvantage have high proportions of low income families, unemployed people,

people without educational qualifications, households renting public housing and

people in Low skilled occupations" (ABS, 1998:152). The standard value for Australia

as a whole is 1,000, with values exceeding this figure indicating a higher level of

socio-economic weLLbeing than the Australian standard.

The main points are:

• The areas in which the SEIFA index is above the Australian standard are Located

in western Victoria, around Melbourne and in the area of Wi'lsons Promontory.

Tasmania also displays a patch of higher advantage in the central north, between

FAMILY INCOME, INCOME SUPPORT AND EDUCATION

the towns of Launceston and Latrobe. The areas of highest advantage

(1,000 points or more) are located immediately around Melbourne, in the SLAs of

Port Phillip - west. Port Phillip - St Kilda, Bayside - Brighton, Bayside - South,

and Hobsons Bay - WilLiamstown.

• The most disadvantaged areas are in eastern Tasmania, in the SLA of Break O'Day,

and French Island in Victoria, with values below the Australian average of

100 points or more.

• The SLAs in South Australia fall uniformly below the Australian average by

between 0 and 100 points.

• Similarly, far eastern Victoria and the SLA of Bega (New South Wales) are all

0-50 points below the Australian average.
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LABOUR FORCE AND EMPLOYMENT

Australian Bureau of Statistics figures for 1996 show Australia's labour force

participation rate at 60.4 per cent, with non-metropoLitan areas Lower

(58.3 per cent) than metropolitan Australia (67.1 per cent). The South-East

Marine Region, at 58.5 per cent, is in line with the non-metropoLitan average.

The main features are:

• Eastern Victoria, areas south-east of Melbourne, the eastern part of Tasmania,

the SLA of Bega and coastal South Australia, ati show labour force participation

rates below the national average. Within these areas, the SLAs to the south-east

of Melbourne, containing the towns of Cowes, Wonthaggi and San Remo, are the

most notable, with participation rates of below 50 per cent. Young families, that

tend to move into such areas, might well explain the Lower overall labour force

participation rates.

• Compared with the Region overall, western Victoria enjoys high labour force

participation rates, as does western Tasmania, however their urban centres do

not consistently follow the same pattern, exhibiting lower participation rates

than the SLAs in which they are Located.

• About half of the Region's port towns (nine out of 17) fall below the Australian

non-metropolitan average, with a participation rate of Less than 55 per cent.

Two out of every three non-port towns (20 out of 32) show the same pattern.

The ports of Melbourne (Victoria) and Strahan (Tasmania) had the highest labour

force participation of any port town, with rates of between 61 per cent and

66 per cent.

Between 1991 and 1996, labour force participation rates decreased nationally

by 1.9 per cent, with this development being slightly more pronounced in

non-metropoh'tan areas, which had a 2.2 per cent reduction. The South-East

Marine Region reflected this reduction, with labour force participation rates

mostly declining between 0-20 per cent. The exception to this was a number of

SLAs in the western part of the Victoria, immediately to the east of metropolitan

Melbourne, and the SLA of Latrobe - Pt B in Tasmania, which showed increases

of up to 10 per cent.
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lap 66 Employment in commercial fishing (1996)
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LABOUR FORCE AND EMPLOYMENT

Map 66 depicts the percentage of all those employed who are engaged m commercial

fishing activities (both marine fishing and aquaculture).

Across the Region the average proportion of the labour force employed m

commercial fishing activities is less than one per cent.

The main points are:

• The highest proportion of the labour force employed in commercial fishing is

located in eastern Tasmania, FLinders and King Islands in Bass Strait and Robe

in South Australia - with employment rates of between six per cent and

nine per cent.

Proportion of employment in
commercial fishing by SLA (1996)

i0r

01
Q-

SEMR
low

SEMR
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SEMR
average

Ten out of the 17 port towns show rates of six per cent or greater and five of

these towns - Strahan, Triabunna, Port WelshpooL, San Remo and Bermagui -

exhibit rates of between 10 and 15 per cent.

Port towns with the Lowest levels of commercial fishing related employment

(Less than one per cent) are Hobart, Melbourne, Geelong, Portland, and

Devonport.
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p 67 Unemployment rate (1999)
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LABOUR FORCE AND EMPLOYMENT

With unemployment being such a powerful and changeable social indicator, it is

appropriate to include more recent data than the comparison of Census data in

1991 and 1996. The data for this map has been supplied by the Department of

Employment, Workplace Relations and Small Business (DEWRSB, March 2000),

derived from ABS quarterly labour force surveys. As a result the comparison is

valid at non-metropoLitan SLA Level only. It should be noted that the New South

Wales SLA of Bega Valley is missing from this data set.

This map represents the unemployment rate across the Region for 1999, for all those

aged 15 years and over who registered as unemployed. In 1999 the national average

unemployment was 7.3 per cent, which was 1.9 per cent less than in 1996.

The main features are:

• The unemployment situation in western Victoria and Tasmania improved

between 1996 and 1999, with unemployment levels decreasing from between

11-15 per cent to 7-10 per cent or less in many SLAs.

• Tasmania and South Australia both had an SLA in which unemployment during

the period declined from 16 per cent or greater to 11-15 per cent.

• Overall, the unemployment rate of South Australia's SLAs improved, with

increased employment in the majority of SLAs.

• Virtually all SLAs in the Region show a decline in unemployment between 1996

and 1999, with the most marked changes found in Tasmania, western Victoria

and South Australia.

• The SLA's of Break O'Day and George Town - Pt B in Tasmania, and Robe and

Port MacDonnelL in South Australia, show the largest decreases in unemployment,

with the largest being greater than five per cent.

• While declining unemployment levels are usually indicative of positive

developments, such as growth in a particular industry, a degree of caution is

advisable when interpreting such changes. Lower unemployment rates in some

areas could merely be indicative of fewer people looking for work because fewer

or no new jobs became available, i.e. a decrease in the participation rate.
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LABOUR FORCE AND EMPLOYMENT

Youth unemployment identifies those people in the 15-24 age group who are

registered as unemployed and seeking work.

Figures for 1996 show youth unemployment rates of 15.7 per cent across Australia,

higher in non-metropolitan areas, with nearly one in five youth out of work

(18.4 per cent), compared with metropolitan Australia (14.4 per cent).

At 20.3 per cent, youth unemployment in the South-East Marine Region is

significantly higher than the Australian average.

The main points are:

• Youth unemployment is highest in north-eastern Tasmania, with one in three

youths unemployed.

• The next highest areas of youth unemployment are in eastern Victoria, the area

immediately to the west of Melbourne, and south-eastern Tasmania.

• South Australia has the only SLA with rates of youth unemployment at

11 per cent or less, while Tasmania has three SLAs with youth unemployment

of 33 per cent or greater.

• Among port towns, youth unemployment is at its highest in Port Welshpool in

eastern Victoria, and George Town and St Helens in northern Tasmania.
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SELECTED HUMAN USES OF THE
SOUTH-EAST MARINE REGION
This section of the Atlas presents information on twelve themes relating to past

and present human uses of the marine environment of the Region. These are:

• Shipping and port activities • Recreation

• Petroleum industry • Research

• Natural heritage • Defence

• Cultural heritage • Ocean disposal

• Indigenous heritage • Submarine cables

• Aquaculture • Jurisdictional boundaries

Within each of these themes, one or more maps illustrate the distribution of each

activity across the Region, accompanied by descriptive and interpretive text.
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Reading the maps
Apart from fishing, there are at Least 12 other human uses of the South-East Marine

Region and these have been illustrated in Maps 69-93 as follows:

Ports and shipping
Map 69 Shipping routes and traffic 1999-2000

Map 70 Shipping routes - classified into four groups

Map 71 Major and minor ports, stipways and shipyards

Map 72 Major port statistics

Map 73 Lighthouses

Petroleum exploration and development
Map 74 Offshore petroleum titles 2001

Map 75 2D Seismic surveys 1990-2001

Map 76 3D Seismic surveys 1980-1998

Map 77 Oil and gas wells

Map 78 Petroleum fields and infrastructure

Natural heritage
Map 79 Marine and coastal protected areas

Cultural heritage
Map 80 Maritime heritage sites

Indigenous heritage
Map 81 Native title applications and indigenous land use agreements

Aquaculture
Map 82 AquacuLture index map

Map 83 Aquaculture - South Australia, Victoria, New South WaLes

Map 84 AquacuLture - Tasmania

Recreation

Map 85 Charter boat operators

Map 86 Yacht races

Map 87 Volunteer coast guard and coastal patrol stations

Research

Map 88

Map 89

Defence

Map 90

Research infrastructure

Research voyages 1996-2001

Defence training areas

Ocean disposal
Map 91 Ocean disposal

Submarine cables
Map 92 Submarine cables

Jurisdictional boundaries
Map 93 Jurisdictional and administrative boundaries

In interpreting the maps in this section, it should be borne in mind that some of the

activities represented on the maps are transient, such as yacht races and research

voyages, in contrast with others that involve fixed infrastructure that remains in place

for a long period (e.g. oil rigs and submarine cables). Furthermore, some activities that

vary from year-to-year have been illustrated using a time series to display trends (e.g.

seismic surveys) while for others a snapshot at a particular time has been presented.

It is recognised that not all themes have been illustrated exhaustively. The particular

examples used for each theme were selected on the basis of having a direct

relationship with the sea. Other considerations included the significance of the objects

or sites, that objects be m situ and in context and, in the case of fixed infrastructure,

that it be practicable both to obtain the location of the objects and to map them at

the scale of the Region. Thus for example, maritime museums were not included in the

Cultural heritage theme because they may (a) be located some distance from the coast

and (b) contain objects that are neither in situ nor necessarily from within the

Region. Likewise navigational aids such as buoys, channel markers and leading lights

are difficult to Locate, do not necessarily remain fixed in place and are very small in

comparison with the size of the Region.
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The South-East Marine Region is one of the busiest areas for shipping in Australia as

passengers and freight are carried between the mainland and Tasmania and between

the major centres of population. There is also significant traffic through the Region

en route to other Australian ports and to and from New Zealand. During the period

1 July 1999 - 30 June 2000 there were 9,248 vessel movements through the

South-East Marine Region. As a point of comparison, in 1997 there were

14,330 transits through the Suez CanaL

The shipping routes through the Region are predominantly east-west with major

contributions from Melbourne and Geelong, though there are several north-south

routes from the mainland to Tasmania and vice versa, which also carry a substantial

amount of traffic.

There are many islands in Bass Strait which constitute a hazard to shipping. During

the nineteenth century there were many shipwrecks in the Region which Led to the

construction of lighthouses and other aids to navigation (see the section on

lighthouses below). Two traffic separation schemes have been instituted to enhance

safety of navigation by separating shipping into discrete one-ch'rection lanes. One of

these is located south of Wilson's Promontory and the other south of the Bass Strait

oil and gas fields. An 'Area to be Avoided' has been established immediately to the

north of the latter to protect the oil and gas installations. Military vessels and

aircraft carry out surveillance operations of the area and may intercept vessels if

they approach too close.

Traffic in the region can be broken down into three broad groupings:

Traffic wholly within the region 2,270 vessel movements

Traffic into and out of the region 5,802 vessel movements

Transit traffic 1,176 vessel movements

PORTS AND SHIPPING

The five routes carrying the most traffic are ordered as follows:

1 Melbourne - ports on the mainland east coast

2 Melbourne - Devonport

3 Melbourne - Burnie

4 East - west transit through the region

5 Melbourne - GuLf of St Vincent ports (mostly Adelaide)

Shipping traffic types
Commercial shipping in the South-East Marine Region can be classified into four

main types:

1 Passenger traffic,

2 Freight traffic within the region,

3 Freight traffic from ports within the region to ports outside it and vice versa,

4 Transit traffic.

These are shown individually on the map on the following page.
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PORTS AND SHIPPING

Passenger traffic
The main passenger ports are Melbourne, Devonport and George Town. Passenger

traffic between Tasmania and the mainland is carried principally on the Melbourne -

Devonport route in the TT Lines Spirit of Tasmania. This service operates four days a

week m each direction throughout the year. TT Lines also operates the DeviL Cat

service between Melbourne and George Town three days a week between mid-

December and early April. Other passenger routes are between Bridport in northern

Tasmania and Lady Barren on FLinders Island and between Lady Barren and Port

WeLshpool m Victoria. There is no seaborne access for passengers to King Island;

access is only by air. There are a number of local ferry services such as between

Kettering and Bruny Island in Tasmania, between Cape Jervis and Penneshaw on

Kangaroo Island and to the islands in Western Port. Ferry routes are shown in

Map 70 (lower left).

A number of ports in the Region host visits by cruise ships and Navy vessels.

These visits provide a significant source of revenue for the host cities and they are

vigorously promoted.

Freight traffic within the region
Two shipping lines operate the general cargo runs between Tasmania and the

mainland. BrambLes Shipping operates a daily general cargo service between Burnie

and Melbourne. HoLyman Shipping operates a similar service six days a week

between Devonport and Melbourne. The latter service goes via Grassy, King Island

one day per week.

If the traffic to and from Melbourne is combined with that of Geelong, it can be

seen that there were over 6,800 vessel movements through Port Philip Heads during

1999-2000. This amounts to an average of 19 ship movements per day. There are

many other users of the area around Port Philh'p Heads, including the Commonwealth

squid jig fishery and the start and/or finish of 10 or more yacht races, so this is a

very high use area.

Freight traffic to and from the region
The busiest shipping route in the Region is that between Melbourne and ports on

the east coast, e.g. Port Kembla, Sydney and Brisbane, with over 2,000 vessel

movements m 1999-2000. This route passes through both traffic separation schemes.

The next busiest route is between Melbourne and ports in the Gulf of St Vincent,

which carries over 450 vessels. The ports in northern Tasmania together contribute

substantial traffic, especially to ports on the east coast of Australia, with over

300 vessel movements.

Six ports handle woodchips for export from the Region. In order of tonnage exported

these are:

Port Tonnage woodchips

Bell Bay

Geelong

Portland

Burnie

Eden

Spring Bay

2,372,385

1,083,622

1,008,710

945,340

797,148

No data available

Transit traffic
Map 70 (upper right) shows the transit routes through the Region. Most of this

traffic goes to or from New Zealand. Some traffic, often of a sensitive nature, goes

south of Tasmania.
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Minor ports
There are numerous small ports scattered throughout the Region, many of which are

home ports for elements of the fishing fleet, from small rock lobster or crayfish

boats operating out of ports in south-eastern South Australia to the Large trawlers

operating out of Lakes Entrance. Many of the ports, particularly in Victoria, also

serve recreational vessels, such as charter boats, and are popular ports of call for

yachts. The ports of Grassy and Currie on King Island and Lady Barren on Flinders

Island are important for the maintenance of the island communities. Some ports

have historic associations. Port Huon, for example, used to be an important port for

the export of apples from the Huon Valley in south-western Tasmania.

Shipbuilding
There are three major shipyards in the South-East Marine Region:

• INCAT in Hobart: builders of large wave-piercing catamarans. The Devil Cat, which

operates between Melbourne and George Town in the summer months, was built

by INCAT.

• Tenix Defence systems in Wilh'amstown: builders of warships. The ANZAC frigates

ordered by the Royal Australian Navy are built here.

• Commercial Catamarans at Lakes Entrance: builders of medium-sized catamarans,

mostly for commercial fishing.

There are innumerable small yards spread throughout the Region which are not

shown on the Map 71. There are several yards, for example at Battery Point in

Hobart, where boat-building has been carried out since the 19th century. The

Wooden Boat School at Shipwrights' Point on the Huon River in southern Tasmania

teaches the construction of traditional wooden boats and there are many other small

boat-buitding operations making 'tinnies' (small aLummium runabouts), recreational

vessels and small commercial craft.

PORTS AND SHIPPING

Sh'pways

Each of the major shipyards has its own sLipway to launch the ships they build but

there are many others which perform an essential service for the maintenance of

smaller craft. Because slipways are most often used to clean fouling from ships'

hulls, they are important for the control of marine pests. Organisms removed from a

ship's hull may infest the area around the slipway. For this reason, many sLipways

now have holding tanks to contain fouling and to prevent organisms re-entering

the water.

Slipways are shown in the inset to the accompanying map.

The only drydock in the Region is at the Tenix shipyard in WilLiamstown.

Fishing boats in Hobart docks
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Imports
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PORTS AND SHIPPING

Major ports
The major ports in the South-East Marine Region are Melbourne, Geelong, Hastings,

Portland, Eden, Hobart, Burnie, Devonport, Bell Bay (Launceston) and Port Latta.

It is difficult to classify the ports on the basis of any one commodity handled.

For example, Eden only handled 68,000 tonnes of general cargo by comparison with

Hobart which handled over 200,000 tonnes. On the other hand, Eden handled nearly

800,000 tonnes of woodchips. By any measure, Melbourne is the largest port in the

Region in terms of both the range and quantity of commodities handled. Melbourne

received nearly 2,900 ship calls (5,800 ship movements in and out of the port)

during 1999-2000.

The main container ports in the Region are Melbourne and Burme but both

BelL Bay and Hobart also handle containers in smaller numbers.

The type and quantity of freight handled by each of the major ports during

1999-2000 is summarised on the accompanying map.

Trends in port usage
The accompanying map includes graphs of ship visits to each of the major ports in

the Region in the period from 1990-2000. These graphs reveal a number of trends.

It can be seen that traffic to Hobart and Bell Bay has declined whereas traffic to

Burnie and Devonport has increased. This is a consequence of restructuring in the

shipping industry whereby traffic to and from the mainland is concentrated at these

latter ports and freight to and from Hobart is now carried by road.

Car-carrying ship in Port Melbourne
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Associated with shipping are the aids that help make navigation safe through the

stormy seas around south-eastern Australia. Australia's greatest peacetime maritime

disaster took place in 1845 when the Cataraqui was wrecked on the south-west coast

of King Island with the loss of over 400 Lives. This disaster Led to the construction

of the Lighthouse at Cape Wickham at the northern end of King Island; at 48 metres

this is the tallest lighthouse in the southern hemisphere and gives it a range of

24 nautical miles. Australia's oldest Lighthouse is in Sydney (the Macquarie

Lighthouse) but the second oldest is the Iron Pot Lighthouse in the Derwent

Estuary, built m 1833.

PORTS AND SHIPPING

There are 49 lighthouses classified as 'major' lighthouses in the Region, i.e. those

with a range of greater than 15 nautical miles. Both major and minor lighthouses

and a number of strategically placed beacons are shown on the accompanying map

which also shows the range of their lights. It can be seen that eastern Bass Strait

is well Lit.

Many of the Lighthouses are of historic value and are listed on the Register of the

National Estate. Their cultural value is discussed in the section on cultural heritage

on page 154.

|iP-

Robe lighthouse
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The first offshore (marine) petroleum titles were awarded in the Gippsland Basin in

1959 to Woodside Oil. Since that time, to encourage controlled investment in the

petroleum industry, the Australian Government has released offshore acreage in

Commonwealth marine waters on an annual basis to permit exploration and

development of potential oH-bearing deposits.

Seven new Lease areas within the South-East Marine Region were released in 2001,

predominantly in the Otway and Sorretl Basins. As is customary, larger blocks

were offered in these 'frontier' Locations than in the mature fields of the GippsLand

Basin. Existing titles in the Region lie largely in the Gippsland, Otway and

Bass Basins.

Several types of title exist:

• Exploration permits, allowing petroleum companies to carry out seismic surveys

and exploratory drilling activity;

• Retention leases, allowing the titleholder to retain an option for future

development over a currently uneconomic deposit; and

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

• Production licences, permitting commercial exploitation of newty discovered

petroleum reserves.

Exploration permits are awarded by two possible means: the traditional work

program bidding system, which is used in the vast majority of cases, and a cash

bidding system that has been used in areas considered to be highly prospective.

Under the traditional system, permits are granted for an initial period of six years

and include mandatory minimum work program conditions.

Once a significant oil deposit has been located, either a retention lease or a

production licence is granted. A production licence provides the titleholder with

exclusive rights to proceed with fult-scale commercial exploitation of a reservoir

while a retention lease may be granted over a non-commerdal discovery that has

the potential to become commercially viable within 15 years.
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PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

Offshore seismic surveys, involving the use of high intensity sound signals to probe

the geological structure of the seabed, were first carried out in Australia in the

Otway Basin off Victoria's western shoreline in 1959. In the following forty years,

almost 300,000 kilometres of trackh'ne were surveyed by seismic vessels, deploying

first explosives and then arrays of compressed air guns. Intermittent firing of the air

guns sends high-energy sound waves down through the water column and into the

underlying rock. This technology has allowed the petroleum industry to search for

and locate oil-bearing deposits below the seabed.

Two types of seismic survey are used: two-dimensionaL (2D) and three-dimensional

(3D). In 2D surveys, the trackh'nes are generally several kilometres apart and the

vessel employs a single air-gun array to generate a two-dimensional image - or

vertical slice - through the seabed along the survey trackline. These surveys

are used for initial, broad-scale reconnaissance of an area. Since 1963, roughly

180,000 kilometres of 2D seismic Lines have been acquired in the South-East

Marine Region from over 190 surveys. The vast majority of these have been

concentrated in three dense patches in Bass Strait: the GippsLand Basin

(" 73,000 km), the Otway Basin (" 53,000 km) and the SorreLl Basin (" 38,000 km).

The most recent survey in 2001 was carried out in the Otway and SorreLL Basins.

There were no 2 D seismic surveys in the Region between 1996 and 1998, nor

in 2000.
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PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

Since 1980, advanced, three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey technology has been

applied by the petroleum industry in the South-East Marine Region to improve

petroleum exploration success. This involves detailed coverage of an area with a

cLoseLy-spaced grid of survey lines using multiple arrays of air guns. This allows a

high-resolution, three-dimensional picture of the deep geological structures of the

seabed to be built up. A typical 3D survey is concentrated in an area of a few

hundred square kilometres that is traversed by Lines 25-100 metres apart, over a

period of several weeks or months. Because of the close spacing between survey

tracklines, only the total area bounded by each survey has been shown here.

Between 1980 and 1998, over 100,000 kilometres of 3D survey lines were acquired

in the South-East Marine Region, from 25 three-dimensional surveys. Twenty-four of

these were carried out in the GippsLand Basin and one in the Otway Basin. The use

of 3D seismic surveys has increased steadily over the years such that by the late

1980s at Least one 3D seismic survey was being carried out in the Region every year

- and sometimes as many as three or four. The peak seasons for survey activity are

summer and autumn, with only one survey in 1992 continuing through the Late

winter and spring months. The latest 3D surveys in the region occurred in 1999,

however, details about the location of these surveys are commerdal-in-confidence

for a period of three years.

Given the number of important inshore fisheries in the Region, and the presence in

winter of migrating humpback and southern right whales, concerns have been raised

about the possible ecological effects of the repeated Loud noises produced from

compressed air guns, which are fired every 5-10 seconds at intensities of around

230 dB. Overseas studies have highlighted potential impacts on fish and marine

mammals from high intensity acoustic signals.

3D Seismic survey vessel
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Potential oil and gas traps are located by seismic survey but whether or not

they actually contain petroleum deposits can only be ascertained by drilling.

The first wells drilled in an area are exploration wells. If oil is discovered, these

are followed by appraisal wells to establish the size and nature of the deposit

and determine whether or not it is economically viable to develop the resource.

This will depend on both the size of the reservoir and the cost of extraction.

If, on the other hand, upon drilling, the well is discovered to be dry or not worth

developing, the decision will be made to ptug it with concrete and abandon it.

Alternatively, the well may be suspended, using a modified plug, and developed

at a later date.

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

Over 750 wells have been drilled in the South-East Marine Region since 1965, Largely

in Bass Strait but also off the west coast of Tasmania and south-eastern South

Australia. Despite these many attempts to locate oil and gas deposits, almost all of

the wells drilled outside of the Gippsland Basin (see Map 74) were found to be dry,

with the exception of one or two, currently suspended, in the Otway and Bass Basins

(see Map 74).
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PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

The oil and gas industry is of major economic and strategic importance to Australia.

It has a production value of $8 billion per annum and supplies 70-80% of domestic

crude oil requirements. Nearly half of this is extracted from the South-East Marine

Region - specifically, from the Gippsland Basin (see Map 74) in Bass Strait off

Victoria's eastern shore. The Gippsland Basin is also Australia's largest producer of

natural gas (33%) and LPG (69%). The South-East Marine Region is thus the location

of the Largest and richest commercial petroleum fields in Australia. Production began

there in 1969 following the discovery of the Barracouta and Marlin oil and gas fields

by Esso/BHP and for more than 30 years since then the Basin has supplied the bulk

of Australia's domestic oil and gas requirements.

To exploit these rich reserves, 21 production facilities (18 above-sea platforms,

three submerged installations) Lie within an area of approximately 6,000 square

kilometres in Bass Strait, 30-100 kilometres off Victoria's coast. These oil and gas

platforms lie in close proximity to busy commercial shipping lanes, but are protected

from collision hazards by a restricted area zone (see Map 69).

The production facilities are linked by a network of submarine pipelines several

hundred kilometres long. These transport petroleum products ashore at various

locations along Ninety Mile Beach north of Seaspray on the Victorian coast, from

where they are ultimately piped to the Longford power plant in Victoria.

In addition to the existing infrastructure. Duke Energy International proposes to

build a 300-kiLometre long submarine pipeline across Bass Strait to transport natural

gas from the Longford gas plant in Victoria to BelL Bay Power Station in Tasmania.

Construction of the pipeline started in December 2001 and gas is expected to be

flowing by mid-2002.

Petroleum operations in Australia beyond coastal waters are governed by

Commonwealth legislation known as the Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act 1967.

Petroleum operations in coastal waters are the responsibility of individual State

and Territory Governments.
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The South-East Marine Region is home to a number of unique and internationaLLy

significant coastal and marine natural heritage sites such as the Macquarie Island

World Heritage Area, the Tasmanian Seamounts Reserve and several Ramsar-listed

wetlands of international importance. In addition, 12 gazetted marine protected

areas (marine parks and reserves) are located m the State waters of Victoria,

Tasmania and South Australia, covering around 50,000 hectares of seabed.

Macquarie Island and its surrounding waters out to 12 nautical miles was listed

as a World Heritage Area m 1997 on the basis of its unique geological features -

it being the only island in the world composed entirety of oceanic crust.

Several species of albatross, penguin and seal found in the region are endangered.

To protect these species from human disturbance, the 16.2 million-hectare Macquarie

Island Marine Park was declared on 22 October 1999. The Park's zoning regulations

prohibit fishing, mineral and petroleum exploration m the 5.8 million-hectare Highly

Protected Zone. In the Habitat/Species Management Zone (10.4 million hectares)

limited commercial fishing may be permitted but mineral and petroleum exploration

are banned.

On the continental slope, 50-170 kilometres off southern Tasmania, about 70

seamounts rise from the seabed in water depths of 1,000-2,000 metres.

Cone-shaped remnants of extinct volcanoes, the seamounts are 20-500 metres high

and several kilometres wide at their base. They support a distinct bottom-dweLling

community of animals, many of which are either entirely new to science or do not

occur anywhere else on earth. To protect a sample of these unique seamount-

associated communities, the Tasmanian Seamounts Marine Reserve, covering an area

of seabed of 37,000 hectares, was declared on 16 May 1999. This reserve is also

zoned, in this case vertically. Access to the Highly Protected Zone below a depth

of 500 metres is prohibited. The upper 500 metres of the Reserve are classified

as a Managed Resource Zone (Category VI).

NATURAL HERITAGE

There are 15 Ramsar sites declared for the protection of coastal saLtmarshes,

lakes and Lagoons situated in the Region, the smallest being the 0.1-hectare

MouLting Lagoon Game Reserve near Bicheno in Tasmania and the largest the

139,319-hectare Coorong and Lakes wetland bordering Encounter Bay in South

Australia. Several other large Ramsar sites are located near Port PhilLip and Western

Port Bays, Corner Inlet and the GippsLand lakes region in Victoria.

Finally, much of the coastline in the Region is fringed with coastal parks and

reserves falling into various categories: national park, nature conservation reserve,

state park, indigenous protected area, wilderness zone, game reserve, forest reserve,

historic site, community use area and 'natural features' reserve.

Macquarie Island World Heritage Area
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CULTURAL HERITAGE

The South-East Marine Region is rich in cultural heritage. Many of the early explorers

passed through this region: Tasman, Cook, BLigh, D'Entrecasteaux, Bass, Flinders and

Marion Dufresne left place names to record their passing. Adventure Bay off Bruny

Island records Cook's arrival in 1777. Marion Bay in south-eastern Tasmania is named

after Marion Dufresne who visited the area in 1772. Abel Tasman, after whom

Tasmania is named, gave Maatsuyker Island its name. Bass and Fh'nders discovered

the strait that bears the former's name in 1798.

There are thousands of reminders of former activities scattered through the Region;

anchors, warehouses, cannon, wharves or simply names that record links between

coastal communities and the sea. Some are tangible reminders of the dangers of

travel through the stormy seas of the 'Roaring Forties'. There are over 1,000

shipwrecks in this Region, including several on Macquarie Island. Shipwrecks over

75 years old and some younger significant wrecks are protected under State and

Commonwealth legislation.

The dangers of navigation in poorly charted waters were recognised early during

European settlement and many of Australia's first lighthouses were erected here to

ensure safe passage. Lighthouses on the Register of the National Estate are shown on

the accompanying map; all the lighthouses in the Region are shown on Map 73.

Prior to Federation in 1901, States gained significant revenue from trade with the

other States. Part of the revenue control system was the establishment of customs

houses. These are often grand, imposing buildings which display their important

role. AIL the major ports (and some of the minor ports) had customs houses to

emphasise the importance of revenue to the States.

Coastal defence was a significant issue for the early colonies. The Crimean War in the

early 1850s stimulated the construction of coastal artillery fortifications. Batteries

were built on the approaches to Hobart, on the Tamar River downstream of

Launceston, at the entrance to Port PhiLlip Bay and at Portland, Port Fairy and

Warrnambool. Most of these were barely adequate for the task and as

the scares died away at the end of the Crimean War they fell into disuse. The First

World War, however, saw a revival in coastal defence. It is said that the first shot of

World War One (if the assassination of Archduke Ferdinand in Sarajevo is not

counted) was fired from the battery at Point Nepean, on the eastern side of the

entrance to Port PhiLlip Bay, on 5 August 1914 to prevent a German freighter, the

Pfalz, Leaving the port. A similar event took place in 1940 in the Derwent estuary

when a battery at Pierson's Point, near Tinderbox, fired on a German ship attempting

to Leave Hobart.

The places and artefacts shown on this map are only a small portion of all the

cultural heritage sites found in the Region. Today, much of the Region's cultural

heritage is protected through State and Commonwealth legislation.

WWII coastal defence battery at Pierson's Point
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INDIGENOUS HERITAGE 18BS

In 1992, the High Court Mabo decision recognised for the first time that indigenous

people may hold native title over their traditional lands. This ruling means that

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who have maintained a continuing

connection with their country can apply to the courts to have their native title rights

recognised under Australian law. While not reh'nquishing anyone else's valid rights to

land, under the provisions of native title, indigenous people are permitted to utilise

an area according to their traditional laws and customs.

Native title claims are governed by the Native Title Act 1993 and applications are

usually filed with the Federal Court of Australia, which ultimately makes a

determination on whether native title exists or not. Claims for recognition of native

title are subject to a registration test. If an application meets ati the conditions, it is

included in the Register of Native Title Claims and the native title claimants then

gain the right to negotiate while their application is underway.

Native title may include the right to:

• hunt and fish,

• practise traditional ceremonies,

• gather food and bush medicines,

• be compensated if governments acquire land or waters for future developments,

• negotiate over - but not veto - mining developments and mineral exploration on

areas of Land or waters and, in some cases,

• Live on the Land and share in the return from resources of the area.

For most areas where native title is successfully claimed, the country wilt be shared

by the native titleholders and other people with rights and interests in the same

area. Thus native title rights can coexist with, and be exercised alongside, other

rights in the area.

In the decision on the Croker Islanders' claim in 2001, the High Court of Australia

reaffirmed the application of native title to 'sea country' as weLL, albeit in a more

limited fashion. The right to negotiate does not apply in relation to areas claimed

offshore nor can native title rights over the sea be exclusive rights to possession

and use, or rights to restrict access to an area. In the South-East Marine Region,

eight applications for native title have been lodged, covering a sea area of roughly

60,000 square kilometres. Six of these claims have satisfied the conditions of the

registration test and are lodged on the Register of Native Title Claims.

An indigenous land use agreement (ILUA) is a voluntary agreement between native

title groups and other people about the use and management of Land and waters.

Courts are not involved in the ILUA process - it is conducted entirely between the

parties who wish to negotiate the agreement - but ILUAs are binding just Like

other kinds of agreements. ILUAs may be made about matters such as mining

developments, sharing land and exercising native title rights and interests. In the

South-East Marine Region there is one such ILUA adjacent to Port CampbeLL in

Victoria, covering a sea area of almost six square kilometres.

If an ILUA satisfies all of the conditions set out in the Native Title Act 1993, the

ILUA is placed on the Register of Indigenous Land Use Agreements. A registered

ILUA binds all native titleholders in the area, even if they were not involved in the

agreement. It enables development to take place on the land and generally limits

compensation payable to the native title group. The ILUA will then remain

registered until it expires, the parties advise the Registrar that they wish to

terminate the agreement, or other specific circumstances occur.
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Aquaculture is an expanding sector of the Australian seafood industry, with a total

annual production value estimated at more than $600 miLLion (ABS 2001). This is

just over a quarter of the national value of Australia's wild fisheries. In the South-

East Marine Region, marine-based aquaculture (or mariculture) occurs in the waters

of aLL four States; however, Tasmania produces the greatest variety and quantity of

cultured species. One hundred and forty-five marine farms were registered in

Tasmania in 1999 and recently even a seahorse farm started up at Beauty Point near

Launceston, to supply the aquarium trade. However, it is the Tasmaman salmon

industry that dominates the maricuLture sector in the South-East Marine Region, this

species alone being worth around $85 million and contributing over 80% of the

total value of marine farm production from the Region.

In Australia, aquaculture is a primary production activity under the authority

of the States. Generally, alt marine farming is Licensed and Licences include

environmental conditions to ensure that farm operations do not have an

unacceptable impact on the marine environment. The new Commonwealth

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 increases the scrutiny

that new developments such as marine aquaculture operations will undergo if they

are proposed to be located in sensitive environments.

In South Australia and Tasmania, aquacutture zoning plans have been developed for

State waters by the agencies responsible for the management of primary industries.

These zoning plans designate areas that are unsuitable for siting marine farms and

prescribe Limits to the areal coverage of farms in zones where aquacutture will be

permitted. The plans take into consideration other users of the marine environment

AQUACULTURE

as well as conservation and cultural sensitivities. In a similar vein, in Victoria, the

Environment Conservation Council, which forms part of the Department of Natural

Resources and the Environment, carried out a review of potential sites for marine

aquaculture (Environment Conservation Council 2000) that assessed Victoria's marine

waters according to a number of criteria as to suitabih'ty for aquaculture operations.

A major factor, repeatedly identified, as limiting aquacuLture development is lack of

access to suitable sites in marine waters. These are few in number because of the

high-energy nature of the open coastline and the ecological sensitivity of bays and

inlets. In addition, there is often community opposition on the grounds of aesthetic

and environmental issues. For example, concerns may be raised about the potential

visual impact of abandoned infrastructure. User conflicts are also an issue for some

proposed zones - with commercial net fishers in some recommended areas and with

recreational boating users m others.

In a recent review of aquacutture undertaken as part of a broader investigation into

Victoria's marine and coastal environment, some sections of the community

considered the environmental risks associated with aquaculture operations in open

waters were potentially so serious that aquacutture should not proceed except in

Land-based facilities. Recommendations for aquaculture areas in some locations were

strenuously opposed, especially in sensitive environments such as Western Port Bay

and Corner InLet, both listed as wetlands of international importance under the

Ramsar Convention (see Map 79).
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AQUACULTURE

South Australia (Map 83A)
Within the South-East Marine Region, the only aquaculture operations in South

Australian marine waters are three small experimental salmon farms located near

Cape Jaffa and Beachport, each of which covers an area of around 200 hectares.

No aquacuLture is permitted in Encounter Bay, adjacent to the Coorong and Lakes

Ramsar wetland (see Map 79). To the south of here as far as the Victorian border,

with the exception of a few small, isolated patches, a further 120 hectares of marine

waters are zoned for maricuLture development. In this zone, marine aquaculture is

permitted, subject to an approval process.

Victoria (Map 83A+B)
Most of the marine aquaculture production in Victoria occurs in the waters of

Port PhilLip and Western Port Bays. Here, blue mussels (Mytilus eduiis) are cultured

on ropes seeded with spat collected at a site in western Port Phillip Bay (PPB).

The locations currently available for mussel farming in Victoria can be divided into

three areas: approximately 500 hectares on the west coast of Port PhilLip Bay near

PortarLington, 12 hectares on the east coast of Port Phillip Bay and approximately

300 hectares in Western Port Bay (WPB).

The Victorian mussel industry sector is the largest producer of mussets among

Australian States, supplying around 40% of national production. The 278 hectares of

Victoria's marine waters under cultivation in 1999-2000 returned an annual harvest

of about 1,000 tonnes of blue mussel having a value of almost $2.5 miLLion

(DNRE 2001). As a result of the allocation of several new areas in Port Phillip Bay

and elsewhere, this is projected to rise to 4,000-5,000 tonnes per annum at Least,

taking the value of this sector over the $10 million mark.

Recently, the production of abalone began in earnest in Victoria and there are

currently several hatcheries and farms at various Levels of production Located around

Port Phillip and Western Port Bays, as well as to the west at Port Fairy and Portland

(Map 83A). Most of these are onshore facilities, however, a marine farm and

hatchery is located at KiLcunda near San Remo. The abalone sector is projected to

rise substantially and rapidly so that by 2004 it is expected to become the Largest

sector of the Victorian aquacuLture industry.

New South Wales (Map 83C)
Commercial cultivation of Sydney rock oysters (Saccostrea giomerata) is the oldest

sector in Australian aquacuLture, having commenced in New South WaLes around

1870. Commercial production occurs in 41 marine estuaries and bays between Eden

in the south and Tweed Heads in the north, though the main production areas are

north of the South-East Marine Region at Wallis Lake and the Hawkesbury River.

Production of Sydney rock oysters in New South Wales was stable at 4,000-6,000

tonnes for many years, however, increasing urban pollution resulted in several

epidemics of poisoning from eating oysters and the sector began to decline.

In the past five years, the sector has consolidated to around 3,500 aquacuLture

Leases with a total area of about 4,500 hectares. Approximately 10% of the farms

(360 Leases covering 40 hectares) Lie m the southern part of New South Wales

within the South-East Marine Region. The Sydney rock oyster industry was worth

$31 million for 1999-2000 based on the production of around 100 milLion oysters.

It has thus been the most valuable aquaculture industry in New South Wales for over

100 years and it is expected that its value will continue to increase markedly in

future years.
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AQUACULTURE

Tasmania (Maps 84A - 84F)
Farming in Tasmania's dean marine waters has expanded rapidly in the past decade

to become one of the State's major industries. Species currently commerciaLLy farmed

in marine waters include abatone, scatlops, mussels. Pacific oysters, rock lobsters,

ocean trout and salmon.

Sea-cage culture of salmonids was introduced to Tasmania from Norway in 1985 and

quickly yielded the second most important State aquaculture harvest. Ocean trout

(Oncorhynchus mykiss) and Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) are reared in sea-cages in

Macquarie Harbour on the west coast (Map 84F) and the d'Entrecasteaux Channel

near Hobart (Map 84E) respectively. Production from these two sectors in 2000-01

was over 11,500 tonnes, with a farm gate value of approximately $90 million.

The Tasmanian government has forecast that the industry will be worth $300 million,

and directly employ 1,000 people, by 2005. Associated industries have been

developed, thereby providing an additional boost to regional employment.

In addition to salmonids, stretching right the way up the east coast of Tasmania

are numerous Pacific oyster farms and a smattering of mussel and abalone farms

(Map 84E). Salmon and Pacific oysters are cultured on the north coast as well

(Map 84A).

On Flinders and Cape Barren Islands some small-scale abalone farming takes place on

a handful of tiny leases and a number of 'special lease areas' have been granted for

the experimental culture of scallops and sea urchins (Map 84C). These provide rights

of access and use, but not exclusive occupation, for the farm leaseholder.

Salmon cages in North West Bay, Tasmania
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RECREATION

The charter boat industry is important Locally, providing employment and catering to

the needs of tourists by providing access to the sea for fishing, diving, whale-

watching and similar activities.

The accompanying map shows the distribution of charter boat operators. It can

be seen that the industry is widespread throughout the region but tends to be

concentrated either in metropolitan areas or in popular tourist areas such as

southern New South Wales. It is surprising that there is only one operator in areas

like Warrnambool and Eden, which are renowned for their opportunities for whale-

watching. The absence of operators along the coast of south-eastern South Australia

and western Tasmania reflects the exposed and often stormy coastline in these areas

and the lack of major centres of population.

A typical charter boat found within the Region
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RECREATION

The use of the marine environment for recreation and sport is common and

widespread throughout the South-East Marine Region. Activities range from offshore

fishing and yacht racing to more passive leisure activities such as a stroll along

the beach. This theme examines recreational activities that make use of

Commonwealth waters, i.e. waters farther than three nautical miles (approximately

5.5 km) offshore. This includes their supporting infrastructure onshore such as

marinas and yacht clubs. Sailing is a popular recreational activity in coastal areas

and the South-East Marine Region supports a large number of sailing clubs catering

for dinghies, power boats and yachts. Yacht clubs and marinas are usually sited in

urban areas where access to the sea is convenient. Note the cluster of yacht dubs

around the shores of Port PhilLip Bay, for example, where there are 28 yacht clubs

and eight marinas. There are six yacht dubs and three marinas in Hobart.

Many yacht clubs organise races and regattas but most of these take place in inshore

waters, such as Port Phillip Bay or the Derwent Estuary. There are typically about

twelve offshore yacht races held each summer, several of which cross Bass Strait.

Typical routes that these races may take are shown in the accompanying map.

It should be noted that these are nominal tracks and individual boats may take quite

different routes depending on wind and current. The Melbourne to Osaka race is not

shown here as it only takes place every four years, the last being in 1998.
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RECREATION

ALL recreational activity at sea involves some element of risk and accidents occur

from time to time. The 1998 Sydney to Hobart yacht race, where six people died,

was an extreme example. There are a number of systems m place to provide search

and rescue support. At the centre of the hub is the Australian Rescue Coordination

Centre in Canberra, operated by the Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA).

If a vessel in distress operates its Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon

(EPIRB), the call is relayed by satellite to this centre and the appropriate response

is put into effect. Search and rescue (SAR) assets available include those of the

Defence forces, police, volunteer and commercial organisations. When British

yachtsman Tony BuLlimore's yacht, Exide ChaLLenger, capsized in the Southern Ocean

during the 1997 Vendee Global Challenge race, it was the Defence forces that

provided the SAR response.

At the Local level it may be the Royal Volunteer Coastal Patrol or the Australian

Volunteer Coast Guard that provides the response. These two organisations provide

safety services including radio monitoring, safety patrols, education and search and

rescue. The accompanying map shows the Location of Royal Volunteer Coastal Patrol

and Australian Volunteer Coast Guard stations around the coast of the South-East

Marine Region.
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RESEARCH

Australia's largest marine research facility, the CSIRO Division of Marine Research

(DMR), is situated withm the South-East Marine Region at Battery Point in Hobart.

The CSIRO is a CommonweaLth-funded agency that conducts research into the

resources and dynamics of Australia's diverse marine ecosystems. The DMRs broad

range of research programs covers everything from introduced marine pests to the

ocean's role in climate.

Another Commonwealth research agency, the Australian Antarctic Division (AAD),

likewise is located near Hobart and carries out research in Australia's Antarctic and

sub-Antarct'c territories, induding Macquarie Island. A permanent scientific base on

the island was established in 1948 and is now home to more than 40 people over

the summer and around 20 during winter, engaged on a wide variety of research

projects including studies of elephant seals, atbatross, Patagonian toothfish and

marine debris.

Important research into the inshore marine environment is carried out by a variety

of State government agencies dotted around the Region. The Marine and Freshwater

Resources Institute (MAFRI) at Queensdiff m Victoria; the Department of Primary

Industries, Water and Environment (DPIWE) and the Tasmanian Aquaculture and

Fisheries Institute (TAFI) in Tasmania; and an outpost of the South Australian

Research and Development Institute (SARDI) are Located in the South-East Marine

Region. All of these institutes have a strong focus on fisheries research to support

the management of exploited fish stocks. Habitat mapping and aquaculture research

and development are another important aspect of State agency research.

Finally, a number of tertiary institutions in the Region such as Deakin and Adelaide

universities and the Australian Maritime College, carry out ecological and applied

industry research in coastal waters and also utilise them to train a new generation

of marine scientists.

In addition to direct fieldwork, continuous measurements of wind, wave and sea are

made by an array of in situ measuring instruments such as tide gauges and waverider

buoys placed at various locations around the coast. The National Australian Tide

Gauge Network is comprised of the Australian Baseline Array 'SEAFRAME' gauges

maintained by the National Tidal Facility and operational gauges belonging to the

Australian Association of Ports and Marine Authorities. They provide data for tidal

analysis and prediction and three of the six SEAFRAME gauges in the South-East

Marine Region form part of the Global Sea Level Observing System (GLOSS) designed

to monitor Long-term, global climate change.

A network of offshore wave-sensing buoys has been deployed below the sea surface

to provide deep-water wave data that is transmitted by satellite (telemetered) to

onshore recording stations. The buoys are typically moored in a water depth of

80 metres, between five and 12 kilometres from the shoreline and measure wave

height, wave direction and, in some cases, sea surface temperature. These data

are used in a variety of research and applied projects such as monitoring beach

erosion and sediment transport and for the design and construction of coastal

engineering projects.

Tide gauges on Macquarie Island
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A broad range of field science is carried out in the South-East Marine Region aboard

a diverse array of research vessels. State government fisheries research agencies,

museums and universities utilise small dinghies, motor boats and inflatable craft to

survey and sample inshore and estuarine habitats. In some cases they also operate

larger, sea-going vessels for offshore biological, oceanographic and geological

research.

Larger Commonwealth and international research agencies also use the Region.

For example, the Australian Antarctic Division (AAD) conducts research in the waters

off Macquarie Island aboard the Aurora Australis and the CSIRO's annual budget

includes the operation of two specialist research vessels, RV Franklin and RV

Southern Surveyor, that make regular forays into Australia's southern ocean territory.

In the period 1990-2000, an average of five voyages a year, and sometimes as many

as 12, were made aboard the RV Franklin and Southern Surveyor to explore various

aspects of the biology and physical oceanography of the Region.

Geoscience Australia (formerly the Australian Geological Survey Orgamsation or

AGSO) is another important Commonwealth research organisation that carries out

regular (approximately three per year) scientific cruises in the Region using vessels

such as the Rig Seismic and L'Ataiante. In 1999-2000, AGSO undertook two cruises

aboard L'Atalante to carry out detailed mapping of the seafLoor in the South-East

Marine Region.

Australia contributes to a number of on-going, collaborative, international

oceanographic and meteorologicat research projects by means of regular

oceanographic data collection along standard survey transect lines. These include

the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) and the earlier World Ocean Circulation

Experiment (WOCE).

RESEARCH

Other routine uses of the Region include the regular transits of the AAD's resupply

vessels (e.g. Aurora Australis) to and from Antarctica via Heard and Macquarie

Islands to transport research and operational staff and equipment to the scientific

field bases. Oceanographic and meteorological data are routinely collected on these

voyages using instruments such as the Continuous Plankton Recorder.

A representative set of the offshore research voyages carried out by Geoscience

Australia (GA), the CSIRO Division of Marine Research, and various overseas

agencies, (often in collaboration with CSIRO and GA), over the past six years, are

displayed in this map.

RSV Aurora Austrab's deploying marine instrumentation
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DEFENCE

Australia's Defence forces have had a presence in the South-East Marine Region since

the earliest days of colonisation. The main centres of settlement were defended from

attack from the sea by coastal artillery emplacements. There has been a general

trend over the past decade or so to move the Defence forces into northern Australia

but there remain a number of Defence establishments and training and exercise areas

in the south-east. Information about Defence activities is necessarily guarded but

information about exercise areas is promulgated through the Annual Notices to

Manners published by the Royal Australian Navy Hydrographic Office.

There are three gazetted areas in the Region where the Defence forces undertake

exercises: Port PhiLlip Bay (including Swan Island), in the Western Port/Cape Schank

area and at Stony Head in northern Tasmania. The table (opposite, right) sets out

the activities likely to be undertaken in each area. Information about times of use is

published in Notices to Manners. Exercises such as safety drills, search and rescue

exercises and close-range firing can also take place outside these areas. Navy vessels

also transit through the Region and make visits to ports for the rest and recreation

of their crews and for ceremonial visits.

There are stilt relics of military activity in the Region from the Second World War and

Notices to Manners and Admiralty Sailing Directions (The Australia Pilot Volume 2)

warn of areas dangerous due to mines and unexploded ordnance. Such areas include

southern Port PhilLip Bay and east of Wilsons Promontory. Pyramid Rock used to be a

bombing range and warnings of the dangers of unexploded bombs are still issued in

the Annual Notices to Manners.

Area Service Activity

Port Phillip Bay

Swan Island

Western Port/

Cape Schank

Navy

Army

Navy

Military flying. Inert mortar firing

Explosives

Gunnery. Military flying. Naval Activity

Stony Head Army Firing
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OCEAN DISPOSAL
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The deliberate dumping of waste material into the sea from vessels, aircraft and

man-made platforms was a relatively common practice in Australia from the time of

first settlement until quite recently. The first measure introduced to regulate and

control the disposal of waste at sea was the Beaches, Fishing Grounds and Sea Routes

Protection Act 1932. This was enacted following public concern about garbage

dumped at sea washing up on metropolitan beaches as well as for safety reasons -

in an attempt to prevent the obstruction of shipping routes and trawling grounds by

scuttled vessels. The Act designated 14 official dumping grounds, three of which are

located in the South-East Marine Region: off Hobart, Port Phitlip Bay and Kangaroo

Island. In 1975, the Act was superseded by the London [Dumping] Convention, which

controls all dumping of wastes at sea internationalty.

Material that has been dumped in the South-East Marine Region includes chemicals,

ammunition and industrial waste, as well as nearly fifty shipwrecked vessels that

have been either abandoned or deliberately scuttled - in some cases to form

artificial reefs for divers and anglers. A Large number of these vessels (35) are

located near the entrance to Port Philh'p Bay in Victoria, through which in excess of

3,000 vessels pass each year.

Obsolete munitions equipment was dumped regularly until the early 1970s, but

especially at the end of World War Two to eliminate old war stocks. This category of

material includes weapons, cartridges, detonators, flares, depth charges and fuses.

Most of it has been disposed of over the edge of the continental shelf, in waters

more than 1,000 metres deep, however, there are several unexploded depth charges

littering central and eastern Bass Strait and Port Phitlip Bay.

Throughout the 1970s, iron calcine derived from the roasting of iron pyrite was

disposed of twice daily off George Town on the north coast of Tasmania in waters

only 50 metres deep. Also at about this time, thousands of gallons of waste cyanide

were dumped off the west coast of Tasmania, the south coast of Victoria and the

east coast of New South Wales, much of it in relatively shallow water Less than

1,500 metres deep. Further offshore, in waters around 4,000 metres deep off the

coast of New South Wales, thousands of tons of spent caustic soda and sulphuric

acid were disposed of during the late 1970s and early 1980s.

Nowadays, all sea dumping in Australia is controlled by a permit system under the

Environment Protection (Sea Dumping) Act 1981, which came into effect in 1984 and

is administered by Environment Australia. Currently, about 20 permits a year are

issued. Largely for the disposal of dredge spoil or the construction of artificial reefs.

The disposal of radioactive waste, organophosphates and chemical or biological

warfare agents is strictly prohibited. Under the London Convention, sea dumping of

industrial waste is also not permitted. As a result, the offshore dumping ofjarosite

from Pasminco's zinc smelter in Hobart ceased in 1997 when their permit expired.
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Jurisdictional and administrative boundaries

Enlargement of eastern Victoria - Tasmania boundary
Scale": 1; 2 500 000
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3URISDICTIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARIES BBI
Australia is a signatory to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the

Sea (UNCLOS) which came into force m November 1994. Australia's maritime

jurisdictional boundaries are declared within the framework of UNCLOS.

There is a progression of boundaries out from the coast, each enclosing a body of

water and/or seabed and to which are attached a number of rights and, in some

cases, obligations. The line from which these boundaries are measured is the

territorial sea baseline (TSB). At its simplest this is the coastline. Where, however,

the coastline is indented, for example by a bay or estuary, a straight line is drawn

across the mouth. Waters within the TSB are known as internal waters. Port PhiLLip

Bay, for example, is an internal water.

The first boundary offshore from the TSB is at three nautical miles and encloses

coastal waters. Coastal waters in Australia are those over which the States and

Territories have a number of rights. The Commonwealth retains jurisdiction over

coastal waters in the fields of communications, navigation, quarantine and defence.

The 12 nautical mile limit encloses the territorial sea or territorial waters.

Traditionally countries claimed a three nautical mile territorial, sea (said to be based

on the range of a cannon) but after World War Two some countries started claiming

a 12 nautical mile limit. Australia laid claim to a 12 nautical mile territorial, sea in

1973 with the Seas and Submerged Lands Act 1973.

In addition to their right to enforce any Law within their territorial seas, countries

are also empowered to pursue, arrest and detain suspected drug smugglers, illegal

immigrants and customs or tax evaders within a distance of 24 nautical miles

from the coast. This zone (between 12 and 24 nautical miles) is known as the

Contiguous Zone.

UNCLOS also brought rights to an Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). Coastal countries

have the right to exploit, develop, manage and conserve alt resources found in the

waters, on the ocean floor and in the subsoil of an area extending 200 nautical

miles from the coast. With these rights also come obligations to manage these

territories sustainably, including the adoption of measures to prevent and Limit

pollution and to facilitate marine scientific research. It is these obligations to

manage the EEZ that led to the adoption of a marine regional planning process

under the auspices of Australia's Oceans Policy.

Finally, UNCLOS recognises countries rights to areas of continental shelf beyond the

200 nautical mile Limit. The continental shelf comprises the seabed and its subsoil

that extend beyond the limits of its territorial, sea through the natural prolongation

of its land territory to the outer edge of the continental margin, or to a distance of

200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the territorial sea is measured.

In cases where the continental margin extends further than 200 nautical miles,

nations may claim jurisdiction up to 350 nautical miles from the baseline or

100 nautical mites from the 2,500 metre isobath, depending on certain criteria

such as the thickness of sech'mentary deposits. These rights do not affect the Legal

status of the waters or that of the airspace above the continental shelf.

In a number of areas Australia's jurisdictional boundaries overlap with those of

neighbouring countries. For example, Australia's EEZ overlaps the EEZ of New Zealand

to the north-east of Macquarie Island. This boundary is currently subject to

deh'mitation talks between Australia and New Zealand. In other areas, treaties have

been signed and ratified between Australia and her neighbours.
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Australian fishing zone
Australia declared a fishing zone in 1978 that comprises the waters from three

nautical miles (the Limit of coastal waters) to the edge of the EEZ or to boundaries

negotiated with neighbouring countries. The zone is defined by the Fisheries

Management Act 1991. This zone is not shown on Map 93.

Adjacent areas
The Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act 1967 defined the outer limits of the adjacent

areas of the States and the Northern Territory for the purposes of exploration and

development of oil and gas reserves. At the time that the adjacent areas were being

agreed upon the extent of continental shelf was not known so the Limits were set at

such a distance as to ensure that they encompassed all possible claimable areas.

These limits are shown on Map 93 and have now become widely accepted as the

offshore delimitation line between the States.

Regional marine planning boundaries
The boundaries of the areas for regional marine planning under Australia's Oceans

Policy follow those of the large marine domains defined through the process to

establish an Interim Marine and Coastal RegionaLisation for Australia. These zones

are based on ecosystem boundaries and are the basis for ecosystem-based

management of Australia's oceans as required under Australia's Oceans Policy.

For a complete description of Australia's maritime boundaries, please refer to the

Australian Surveying and Land Information Group (AUSLIG) Maritime Boundaries Unit

(http://www.auslig.gov.au/marbound/ambis.htm).

(Note: 1 nautical mile = 1.852 kilometres)
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Fisheries mapping and statistical methods
Fishing log books
Most fisheries management jurisdictions require Licensed fishers to maintain a log of

their operations. Basic data recorded in these Logs includes catch (by species), some

figure of effort such as hours, hooks or boat days, and the location of the fishing

operations. These logs form an important research toot, and are the basis of all the

commercial fisheries mapping in this Atlas.

Period of reporting
Wherever possible, fishing operations for a particular gear were summarised over

the five year period from 1995 to 1999. In some cases this was not possible or

appropriate and the period was varied or shortened. Reporting periods for aLL

jurisdictions and gears are stated in Table Al.

Area of reporting
Unless otherwise stated, all gear statistics such as effort, catch and value are reported

from within the boundaries of the South-East Regional Marine Planning area. It should

be noted that the boundaries of fisheries managed by the Commonwealth, South

Australia and New South WaLes often overlap the planning area for which these statistics

are reported.

Spatial scale of reporting
The scale at which fishing data are summarised (the cell size on the maps) varies

throughout the Atlas, and was dependant on a number of factors. Together these

influence the choice of scale(s) at which data are presented. It should be noted that,

regardless of this scale (l-50km), statistics are always expressed per one square

kilometre.

Important factors influencing the choice of scale were:

• The nature of the fishery, whether broadly dispersed (e.g. some peLagic longline) or

tightly focused (e.g. some bottom trawling). In the former case a Larger sampling

unit is appropriate, while in the latter a smaller unit may be more appropriate.

• The spatial resolution of the fishing data. Fishing operations may be reported with

accurate latitude and Longitude positions (geo-coding, from satellite navigation) or

operations may be assigned to statistical areas or a simple reporting grid (e.g. one

degree square). Full geo-coding of operations provides far greater options for

analysis than do most statistical area reporting systems.

• The Level of participation in the fishery (number of active boats) has important

consequences for the maintenance of confidentiality. Fisheries with lower

participation generally require reporting at a Larger cell size in order to avoid

excessive masking of cells with Less than five boats represented.

In quite a number of cases the scale of reporting was predetermined because fishing

operations are not geo-coded. This was the case for most of the State managed

fisheries. Spatial scales of reporting are summarised in Table Al.

Confidentiality
Most fisheries management jurisdictions are required to maintain confidentiality of

Logbook and other data. In practice this is achieved by not reporting statistics where

less than five fishing vessels are represented. In cases where less than five vessels

represented in a reporting cell, that cell is not shown in the maps (masking).

If confidentiality masking was used (Table Al) it is important to note that the area

of operations is likely to be more extensive than that shown in the map.

Value estimation
Statistics on the mean market value of major fished species are collected annually by

the States and Commonwealth. The mean market value of a species was used to

convert the catch of that species, at a particular Location and year, into a value

(catch [kg] mean annual market value [$/kg]). For each gear or fishery, values were

estimated for the main target species (representing greater than 95 per cent of the

catch by weight) and a miscellaneous category, and summed.

Derived surfaces and statistics
Derived surfaces are simply the summation of a variety of different fishing activities,

into one map of total activity. This was undertaken separately for mean annual

catch and value, and over all south-east commercial fisheries as well as separately

for Commonwealth and State managed fisheries. It was not possible to sum effort

because of variation in the effort units across gear types. Consistent expression of

statistics in terms of per square kilometre allowed for a relatively easy translation of

alt spatial aggregation areas onto a common 10 kilometre grid.
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Al - Summary of data for each fishery or fishing method

Gear/Fishery

Bottom trawl

(Commonwealth)

Danish seine

(Commonwealth)

ScaLLop

(Commonwealth)

GiLlnet

(Commonwealth)

Reporting
period

(inclusive)

1995-99

1995-99

1994-98

1997-99

5 boat
mask?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Estimated
number of
operators

80-100

10-20

154 licences

80-90

Analysis
method

(table A2)

2

1

4

1 and 4

Cell sizes

1km grid

10km grid

10km grid

10km grid

Effort unit

km trawled

No.

operations

Hours of

dredging

Metres of

net set

Comments

Includes the South-East Trawl, Great

Australian Eight and South Tasman

Rise fisheries

Bass Strait central zone scallop fishe

There is considerable overlap betwee

the Commonwealth managed

Purse seine, pole and line

(Commonwealth)

Pelagic longline

(Commonwealth)

Japanese pelagic longline

(Commonwealth)

Dropline and

bottom longline

(Commonwealth)

Sqm'd jig
(Commonwealth)

Rock Lobster

(Tasmania)

AbaLone (Tasmania)

1995-99

1995-99

1993-97

1997-99

1995-99

1995-99

1995-99

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

20

-150

Licences:

Dropline -127

Longline~140

35

235

125

1 and 3

1 and 4

southern shark and South-East Non-TrawL

Fisheries, both of which use gillnet and

bottom Longline and catch sharks.

20km grid

10 and

50km grids

30km grid

50km grid

10km grid

Degree grid

Unique

No.

operations

No. hooks

set

No. hooks

set

Hooks set

Hours fishing

No. of

pot lifts

Diver hours

See Giltnet (Commonwealth)

Zones clipped to exclude waters

below 200 metres

Zones clipped to include only State waters,

usually three nautical miles off the coast
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Al - Summary of data for each fishery or fishing method

Gear/Fishery

Giant crab

(Tasmania)

Commercial dive

(Tasmania)

Inshore beach seine and

purse seine (Tasmania)

Small diversified inshore

(Tasmania)

Inshore scalefish giltnet

Inshore scalefish hook

and trap (Tasmania)

Scallop (Tasmania)

Rock lobster (Victoria)

Giant crab (Victoria)

Abatone (Victoria)

ScaLlops (Victoria)

Inshore trawl and

Danish seine (Victoria)

Ocean general (Victoria)

Reporting
period

(Inclusive)

1995-98

1995-99

1995-99

1995-99

1995-99

1995-99

1995-98

1995-99

1995-99

1995-99

1995-99

1995-99

1995-99

5 boat
mask?

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Estimated
number of
operators

98 licences

-15 active

61 licences,

half active

60 Licences

446 licences

and 315
rock lobster

entitlements

446 licences

50-60

173

71

94 Licences

See

Commonwealth

4

Analysis
method

(table A2)

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Cell sizes

Degree grid

3 minute grid

Degree grid

Degree grid

Degree grid

Degree grid

Degree grid

Unique

~ 10 minute

Unique
~ 10 minute

Unique

~ 15-50km

Various

1 degree and

10 minute

Effort unit

Vessel days

Diver days

Days

Fishing days

Fishing days

Fishing days

Hours of

dredging

Pot lifts

Diver hours

Hours of

dredging

Degree and

10 minute

Fishing days

Comments

Part of the Tasmanian scalefish fishery

Part of the Tasmanian scalefish fishery

Part of the Tasmanian scalefish fishery

Part of the Tasmanian scalefish fishery

Zones clipped to exclude waters

below 200 metres

Zones clipped to include only State waters,

usually three nautical miles off the coast

Fishing days

MuLti gear general ocean fishery
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Al - Summary of data for each fishery or fishing method

Gear/Fishery

Marine scalefish (SA)

Abalone (SA)

Rock Lobster (SA)

Ocean fish trawl (NSW)

Ocean prawn trawt (NSW)

Ocean Haul (NSW)

Trap and Line (NSW)

Abalone (NSW)

Rock Lobster (NSW)

Reporting
period

(inclusive)

1995/96-
1999/00

5 boat | Estimated | Analysis | Cell sizes | Effort unit | Comments
mask? I number of I method

operators | (table A2)

1997/98-
1999/00

1997/98-
1999/00

1997/98-
1999/00

1997/98-
1999/00

1995-99

N/A

35 total

492 total

Southern Zone

180

100

Total - 330

Beach/
boat - 200

Purse seine
-13

Y 37 total

Y <10 in SERMP
area, 177 total

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Unique

200-400km

Unique 3nm

from coast

Unique

30-lOOkm

1 degree

Latitude

1 degree

latitude

1 degree

latitude

1 degree

latitude

Unique

~ 2-lOkm

1 degree

latitude

Person days

Diver hours

Pot lifts

Fishing days

Fishing days

Fishing days

Fishing days

Diver hours

Pot hauls

Zones clipped to exclude waters

below 100 metres

Zones clipped to include only State waters,

usually three nautical miles off the coast

Zones clipped to exclude waters

below 200 metres

DemersaL fish trawling within State waters

south of Barrenjoey Point

Ocean prawn trawl, royal red prawn trawl

Zones clipped to exclude waters

below 1,000 metres

Zones clipped to include only State waters,

usually three nautical miles off the coast.

Low operator numbers, so range of recent

catch and effort provided. Zones clipped

to exclude waters below 200 metres.
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A2 - Fishing effort mapping techniques

Tally point statistics within a square grid.

• Fishing operations are represented as points on the earth's surface

• A square grid of cell size 10 kilometres to 50 kilometres is overlaid

• Effort and catch are summarised within each grid cell

• AIL statistics reported on an average annual basis and in one kilometre square units

Intersect linear 'tracks' within a square grid.

• The positioning of gear such as bottom trawl and pelagic [ongline may be approximated

by a straight line between start and finish positions

• Lines are dissected at the intersection of the grid to create numerous smaller line segments

that lie fully within a grid cell

• Catch and effort are apportioned to segments using:

segment length/total length x quantity

(in the case of trawling the length itself may be used as the unit)

• Segment statistics are summed for each cell

Intersect linear 'tracks' within square grids at multiple scales.

• An elaboration of Technique 2', using more than one grid size dependant on the spatial density of operations

• High density areas are summarised at a fine scale (e.g. 10 km) and low density areas at a course scale (e.g. 50 km)

• Data included in analysis at small scale is excluded from the analysis at large scale and vice versa

Unique reporting system.

• Fishing operations are sometimes reported on a simple quarter or half degree grid and in some cases

on a spatial framework unique to a fishery or jurisdiction.

• To maintain consistency these data were re-allocated to a common framework, in the Albers Equal Area

projection, for generation of derived surfaces. For maps of individual fisheries, however, the original reporting

system was usually kept.

• The reporting system is overlaid onto the common framework grid. Cells and statistics are assigned from

the reported grid to the common grid using a demographic approach. Attributes, such as effort/year/kilometre square, are

assigned proportionally from the old framework to the new, based on their area of intersection.
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Town resource cluster methodology
TRCs were defined by first examining the homeport of trawl businesses as identified

in the survey of trawl businesses. Where there were two or more trawl businesses

Located within a homeport, an examination of business and employee characteristics

was then undertaken in order to identify the town Locations from which goods and

services were sourced, trawl catch was Landed and owner operators and employees

were resident. For trawl businesses from specific homeports, LocationaL information

in terms of the per cent distribution of values (for the following six indices) to

specific town Locations was examined.

1 Per cent of trawl catch Landed at specific town Locations

2 Per cent of business goods and services sourced from specific locations

3 Per cent of owner operators and employees resident at specific locations

4 Per cent of owner operator and employee household goods and services

sourced from specific locations

5 Per cent of owner operators and employee family members attending school

at specific Locations

6 Per cent of owner operator and employee family members using sport,

hobby, community groups and other organisations at specific locations.

Plots of the per cent distribution of these indices showed that the homeport in each

case formed the basis of a town resource cluster (TRC). Homeports in all cases

attracted the highest percentage of the trawl catch; were the primary sources of

business and household expenditure; and had the highest percentage of residential,

school and community group Locations for owner operators and employees. White the

homeport clearly represented the most significant Locational source for goods and

services within the TRC, in some cases other towns, often in close proximity, were

also dependent upon the trawt industry and have been included within the TRC as

defined by the main homeport.
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Detailed methods of compiling shipping routes and traffic
Approach
Shipping routes within the South-East Marine Region, and the traffic that uses these

routes, have been compiled into a single CIS data layer (coverage). This was carried

out using the dynamic segmentation capabilities of Arclnfo GIS, which allows the

sharing of arcs (lines) by any number of routes for aLL or part of their lengths.

For example, shipping through eastern Bass Strait is separated and constrained

through two traffic separation schemes. These shipping lanes are shared by 28 routes

including, for example, Melbourne to Eden, Geelong to ports on the east coast of

Australia and international traffic in transit to New Zealand. The distinction should

be noted between individual routes and compound routes where two or more routes

share the same arc for part of their length.

ALL the routes and their associated data, such as the traffic carried by the routes and

their ports of origin and destination, have been compiled into a single route system,

rather than being maintained as individual routes. The advantages of this approach

are that it allows complex queries to be built, analysis is simpler and it is more

efficient in terms of coverage and database management. The disadvantage is that

each route is not immediately obvious but must be identified either graphically or by

logical selection of ports of origin and destination.

The process of creating routes comprised two phases: defining the track the route is

to follow and then adding the traffic and other data to the route.

1 Create an arc from port of origin to destination. This may be a complete arc from

port to port or it may use existing arcs over part of its Length. Convert the arc,

or series of arcs, to a route using the CREATEROUTE command.

2 Add attributes to the route. These are stored in the route attribute table.

The attributes compiled were as follows:

Route Names of ports of origin and destination.

Traffic Number of vessels using the route per year

Description FuLL text description of the route and traffic

Group Whether the route is a passenger route, wholly within the

Region, to or from the Region or in transit through the Region.

To identify an individual route it is necessary to build a query to select both the

port of origin and the destination port. To simplify this process, each port was

assigned a four-Letter code, e.g. MELB for Melbourne and HOBT for Hobart.

A complete Listing is provided with the coverage.

In most cases routes between ports have been compiled as one route, as opposed to

two routes, one in each direction. For example, the route between Melbourne and

Burnie was compiled as one route, not two (Melbourne-Burnie, Burnie-MeLbourne).

The exceptions were cases where routes pass through the traffic separation schemes,

as it is necessary to show both routes explicitly. For example the route from

Melbourne to Eden, being eastbound, has to go through the eastbound Lanes of the

traffic separation schemes whereas the route from Eden to Melbourne must pass

through the westbound lanes.

Data sources
Shipping routes have been compiled from two sources: the Australian Ship Reporting

System (AUSREP) and RAN Hydrographic charts (traffic separation schemes). If there

were no data available upon which to define the path taken by a route, the track

was created following the most direct route. In some cases there are no established

routes and vessels take widely differing tracks. One example is the transit traffic

passing to the south of Tasmania, where some vessels come quite close to Land

while others keep a Long way offshore. This has been represented by a single route

close to Land.

Traffic data for 1999-2000 was compiled from two sources:

1 Lloyds Movements Database, held by the Bureau of Transport Economics.

2 Australian Ship Reporting System (AUSREP) data set of daily ship position

reports, collected and maintained by the Australian Maritime Safety Authority.

These two data sets were corroborated against data compiled by the Australian

Association of Port Management Authorities (AAPMA) from annual reports of their

member ports.
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Uses
This data set can be used to identify individual and compound routes. Simple

analytical procedures will give the number of individual routes that contribute to a

compound route, the number of vessels that travelled along each route during

1999-2000 and the total number of vessels that travelled along a compound route.

It is therefore now possible to determine the intensity of use by commercial

shipping of any part of the South-East Marine Region.
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Glossary
This glossary contains information about most of the technical and industry-spedfic

terms used throughout this Atlas.

Fisheries glossary

Australian Fisheries Management Authority (AFMA)

A statutory authority charged with management of Australia's Commonwealth

fisheries resources.

Australian Fishing Zone (AFZ)

Australia has proclaimed a 200-nautical-mile-wide zone around its mainland and

territories coasts, within which it controls domestic and foreign access to fish resources.

Continental shelf

Seabed from the shore to the edge of the continental slope.

Continental slope

Region of the outer edge of a continent between the generally shallow continental

shelf and the deep-ocean floor, usually demarcated by the 200 metre isobath.

Fishing effort

Amount of fishing taking place, usually described in terms of gear type and frequency

or period for which it is in use; e.g. 'hook-sets', 'trawl-hours', 'searching hours'.

Individual Transferable Quota (ITQ)

A management tool by which the total allowable catch quota is allocated to individual

fishers or companies. These individuals or companies have Long-term rights over this

quota and are able to trade quota with others.

Input controls

Indirect restraints on amount of fish caught, by way of management controls on type

and/or amount of fishing, e.g. by gear restrictions, closed seasons.

Limited-entry fishery

Fishery where the number of operators or vessels is restricted, to control the amount

of fishing effort; frequently involves controls on the number and size of vessels, and

conditions relating to the transfer of fishing rights or the replacement of vessels.

Nautical Mile

Unit of distance equivalent to 1 minute of the great circle of earth (=1852 metres).

Output controls

Management measures directly Limiting fish catch or Landings (e.g. by quota).

Pelagic

Inhabiting surface waters rather than the sea floor. This term is usually applied to

free-swimming species such as tuna and shark.

South-East Regional Marine Plan (SERMP)

The area the plan includes; marine areas off Victoria, Tasmania (including Macquarie

Island), southern New South Wales and eastern South Australia. Broadly, the Region

includes all of the waters and seabed withm the 200 nautical mile limit of the

Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), stretching from the western-most point on Kangaroo

Island, encompassing waters off Tasmania and Victoria, through to latitude 36°S off

New South Wales.

Total Allowable Catch (TAC)

For a fishery, a catch Limit usually specified annually, set as an output control

on fishing.
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Social science glossary

Terms are sourced from several Australian Bureau of Statistics publications (1996

Census Dictionary; Australia in Profile, 1996; Australian Social Trends, 1997; Melbourne -

A Social Atlas, 1998), and the Population Reference Bureau's Population Handbook,

1991. Whenever other references have been used, the source is indicated.

Child dependency

See dependency ratio.

Dependent children

Children under 15 years of age, including adopted and foster children.

Dependency ratio

Sometimes referred to as age-dependency ratio, this refers to the ratio of the

economically dependent part of the population to the productive part. This is normally

defined as the ratio of the young (under 15 years) and elderly (65 years and older) to

the population in the 'working ages' (15-64 years). The ratio is sometimes also divided

into elderly dependency (ratio of those 65 years and older to those aged 15-64 years),

and child dependency (ratio of people under age 15 to those aged 15-64 years of age).

Elderly dependency

See dependency ratio.

Elderly population

Population aged 65 years and older.

Employed people

People aged 15 years and over who, during the week before Census night, worked for

payment or profit or as unpaid workers in a family business, or who had a job from

which they were on leave or otherwise temporarily absent.

Income support

Refers to payments made to adults (25 years and over) by the Commonwealth

Government through Centrelink and the Department of Veterans' Affairs. This includes

pensions. Labour market-reLated benefits and above minimum parenting allowances.

In addition, families with dependent children under 15 may receive above the

minimum family payment if they qualify as Low-income recipients through the Labour

market, or if the recipient parent is entitled to a pension, a Labour market payment or

an above minimum parenting allowance.

Index of disadvantage

Also known as the SEIFA index (Sodoeconomi'c Index for Areas), the ABS developed

this index of relative disadvantage from the 1996 population Census data.

Areas with the greatest relative disadvantage have high proportions of low-income

families, unemployed people, people without educational qualifications, households

renting public housing and people in Low-skiLLed occupations. Conversely, the least

disadvantaged areas have higher proportions of high-income earners, professional

workers and more highly qualified people, as well as low unemployment rates

(ABS, 1998(a):152). This index has been designed to have an average across all

coLLection districts in Australia of 1,000, and a standard deviation of 100 index points.

Labour force

Refers to all people 15 years of age and older who, during the Census reference week,

were employed, and those who were not employed but were actively looking for work

and were available to start. This excludes housewives, students and people who were

not seeking employment.

Labour force participation

The number of people in the Labour force at a given age, sex, and/or level of

education, divided by the corresponding total number of people of the same

characteristics.

Labour market benefits

This includes Newstart, sickness aLLowance, special benefits, mature age and partner

allowances. While some reports on Labour market benefits only cover Newstart and

mature age allowances, the other three categories are included here, in line with

previous Department of Social Security/Centrelink practice.

Median age

The age which divides a population group into exactly two halves.

Metropolitan average

Value representing the combined average value for all capital cities.
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Net migration

Applying to both internal and international migration, net migration usually refers to a

specific reference period and describes the difference in the number of people moving

into and out of an area.

Non-metropolitan average

Value representing the average of all Australia, excluding the combined value for all

capital cities.

Peri-urban area

The zone beyond the continuous urban built up area within which commuters to the

urban area are dominant.

Population growth

This refers to the growth in the population during a given reference period as a result

of births and deaths and net migration in an area.

SEIFA index

See index of disadvantage.

Sex ratio

The ratio of males to females in a given population, usually expressed as the number

of males for every 100 females. Sex ratios greater than 100 indicate a greater number

of males than females; values below 100, point to the presence of more females than

males in a given population.

SEMR
This refers to the 'South-East Marine Region' as described in the methodology of the

text and covers the coastal area and ocean (from three to 200 nautical miles from the

coast) south of Bermagui, New South Wales, to Kangaroo Island, South Australia, and

includes Tasmania and Macquarie Island.

Statistical Local Area (SLA)

Consisting of one or more Census collection districts, SLAs cover the whole of Australia

without gaps or overlaps. They consist of a single Local government area, or part

thereof, or any unincorporated area.

Unemployed persons

For 1996 Census purposes, unemployed people are defined as those aged 15 years and

over who, in the week prior to Census night, did not have a job but were actively

looking for work, and available to start.

Unemployment rate

Defined as the ratio of the number of unemployed people aged 15 years and older of

the total labour force.

Urban Centre/LocaUty (UCL)

An urban centre is a population cluster of 1,000 or more people. A locality is a

population cluster of between 200 to 999 people. People living in urban centres are

classified as urban for statistical purposes while those in tocaLities are classified as

rural. Each urban centre and/or locality (UCL) has a clearly defined boundary and UCLs

are defined for each Census and are current for the date of the Census only.

Working age

Population aged 15 to 64 years of age.

Youth

Population aged 15 to 24 years of age.
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Marine Matters - Atlas of marine activities and coastal communities in Australia's South-East Region

is the first comprehensive and authoritative description of the range and extent of human activities in

the South-East Marine Region and their relationship to coastal communities.

For the first time readers can see where different species of fish are caught In the ocean and the value of those

catches and find information on a wide range of industrial, recreational and other uses. The Atlas begins to

examine some of the linkages between resource use and coastal communities. From a planning perspective this Is

vital Information and, along with coverage of relevant biological, economic, environmental and cultural

information, will provide an important evidence base for regional marine planning.

This publication is an essential guide for marine planners, and indeed anyone who uses and depends on the ocean

for recreation or business. It will also be of interest to anyone concerned about our marine environment.
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